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ABSTRACT

This study details the research to facilitate fabrication and characterization of
novel structural composites reinforced with carbon fibers. Across industries, materials
with high performance-to-weight ratio are sought after. Using carbon fibers as secondary
phases in these proposed composites, specific characteristics can be tailored in these
materials to manufacture strong, lightweight, high performance structures. The first part
of the research focused on the improvement in the mechanical properties of the
composites using carbon fiber reinforcement. As a part of this study, toughened ceramic
composites with predictable failure patterns were produced using carbon fiber inclusions.
A closed-form analytical model was developed to enable expedited analyses of various
composite designs. A high-speed additive manufacturing process to fabricate highstrength, lightweight structural components using short, long and continuous carbon fiber
reinforcement was also established. Therefore, enabling component-level improvement
by delivering customizable structures with high strength-to-weight performance at a low
cost. The second part of the research expanded this further to a system wide performanceto-weight improvement through the fabrication and characterization of multifunctional
composites. As a part of this research multifunctional structural energy composites were
additively manufactured with active-conductive material doped polymer matrix cathode
and conductive carbon fiber reinforcement as anode. A systematic study conducting
mechanical, electrochemical and microstructural analyses helped in establishing the
feasibility of the developed composites to facilitate system-level improvements, making
them attractive for widespread multifunctional structural applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lightweight materials with high strength and stiffness are highly sought after in
aerospace and automotive industries due to their influence on vehicular weight which
could offer myriads of benefits, specifically from a performance and economic point of
view [1]. Modern fiber reinforced composites, due to their potential for excellent
mechanical properties and low density, are being actively studied to address the
limitations that the traditional structural materials face while delivering high strength-toweight performance [2]. In addition to the conventional structural composite materials,
tailored multifunctional composites inspired by biological analogues are also being
investigated to instill useful combinations of functionalities, simultaneously [3]. These
multifunctional composites could assist in delivering system-level improvements in
weight-to-functionality performance of the components.
Often in nature, secondary phases and hierarchies in materials have been observed
to inculcate multifunctionality [4], [5]. Composite materials of such stripes are studied
via experimental, theoretical and numerical analyses to determine the influence of these
secondary phases, and to facilitate fabrication of composites with controlled features to
derive tailored characteristics. Advancements in material processing and fabrication have
enabled monitoring and control of these secondary phases from the macro to nano-scale.
As a part of this study, different innovative fabrication approaches were explored to
design and manufacture multifunctional composites with a variety of distinct properties.
The designed composites were systematically characterized and studied with an intent to
enhance and tailor precise characteristics in them.
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Specifically, carbon fibers were selected for this study as reinforcement for the
composites due to their high strength-to-weight ratio [6], [7], high specific properties [8],
and potential multifunctionality [9] owing to their electrical and thermal characteristics
[10]–[12]. Such a transformative class of high-performance composites are deemed
material-efficient [13]. This efficiency could be further improved through additive
manufacturing which assists in shortening the design manufacturing cycle, reduce
production costs and improve competitiveness through the ease of use [14]–[16].
The main objective of this research is to address the bottle-neck imposed by the
conventional materials and manufacturing approaches that inhibits development in
industries requiring customized structures with high strength-to-weight performance.
This was addressed through the development and characterization of multiphase
composites with tailored inclusion properties which instilled multifunctionality in the
resulting composites. Simultaneously, the development of additive manufacturing
approaches throughout this research, to fabricate the proposed composites, are intended
to aid in producing functional customizable components with intricate geometries at a
relatively low cost, material waste, and complexity, compared to the conventional
manufacturing approaches.
This dissertation is organized based on five journal publications. As a part of the
research conducted in Paper I titled, “A Computationally Efficient Approach for
Predicting Toughness Enhancement in Ceramic Composites with Tailored Inclusion”,
zirconium diboride ceramic composites with precisely positioned carbon fiber inclusions
were fabricated. A closed-form analytical model for the mixed-mode stress intensity
factor in such composites with selected inclusion arrangements was developed, which
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expedites the analysis for various composite designs. The accuracy of this model was
validated by linear elastic fracture mechanics analysis, a phase-field model, as well as
experiments. The model was applied to analyze composite inclusion arrangements to
study the effect of various material combinations and geometries on the overall toughness
of the resulting composite. The results drew correlation between inclusion spacing, sizes
and elastic mismatch. These characteristics had a notable influence over the crack
propagation direction, which indicates the possibility of increasing the fracture surface
area (and thus increasing toughness by increasing the dissipation) by adjusting material
and geometric parameters of the inclusion phase. Toughened ceramics with predictable
failure patterns require smaller factors of safety [17], [18]. This facilitates cost and
weight savings which otherwise are a considerable penalty when using conventional
ceramics with uncertain failure strengths.
As a part of the research conducted in Paper II titled, “A Comparative Study of
Extrusion Deposition of Short, Long, and Continuous Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Composites for Large-Scale Additive Manufacturing”, a large-format, high-speed
additive manufacturing process to fabricate fiber reinforced thermoplastics was
developed. The feasibility of the process was established by printing carbon fiber
reinforced polylactic acid (PLA) samples which have low weight and high directional
strength and stiffness. By directly using commercial thermoplastic pellets and continuous
fiber tows, inexpensive yet complex high-performance composite structures were
manufactured. A comparative study of the samples with continuous and discontinuous
fiber reinforcement was conducted with deposition morphology, mechanical
performance, nature of reinforcing fibers and prevalence of intra-deposition voids as the
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primary focus. Microstructural analyses along with the study of the fiber length and the
orientation distribution within the thermoplastic matrix assisted in the characterization of
the mechanical behavior of the resulting composites.
As a part of the study detailed in Paper III titled, “Additive Manufacturing of 3D
Structural Battery Composites with Coextrusion Deposition of Continuous Carbon
Fibers”, the component level strength-to-weight improvement that was secured through
carbon fiber reinforced composites, was promoted to the system level improvement by
designing and constructing multifunctional thermoplastic composites. Multiaxis
coextrusion technique was developed that enabled fabrication of the 3D structural battery
composites with customizable form factor. The proposed technique was used to fabricate
structural battery composites with continuous carbon fibers coated by solid polymer
electrolyte (SPE). The SPE-coated carbon fibers were coextruded with cathode doped
thermoplastic matrix. Mechanical and electrochemical characterization of the 3D printed
composites demonstrated their potentials in simultaneous electrical energy storage and
load bearing. Thus, potentially improving system-wide energy and power densities upon
being used as integrated multifunctional structural components. This assists in weight
savings as conventional battery packages within systems would typically be of auxiliary
nature.
The mechanical and electrochemical performance of the structural energy
composite is dictated by the impregnation of the reinforcing conductive fiber (anode).
The inherently high viscosity of the thermoplastic binders hinders the impregnation of the
fibers [19], [20]. An additive fabrication process that enables coextrusion of continuous
fiber reinforced thermoset polymer composite was thus developed as a part of the
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research encapsulated in Paper IV titled, “Printing With 3D Continuous Carbon Fiber
Multifunctional Composites via UV-Assisted Coextrusion Deposition”. Using conductive
continuous carbon fiber allowed incorporation of functionalities in addition to the added
strength such as mechanical compliance, support free additive manufacturing and latent
structural health monitoring. Using lithium-ion infused monomer coating added to the
reinforcing carbon fibers, and active-conductive material doped surrounding thermoset
photopolymer, support-free, net-shaped, solid state lithium-ion structural batteries were
additively fabricated.
Although the use of thermoset binder within cathode helped in improving the
fiber impregnation when compared to the thermoplastic (PLA) binder, there is a
limitation to the amount of active and conductive dopants that could be added to the
thermoset material. Higher volume of active and conductive dopants is desirable for
higher battery performance. However, excessive dopants could render the thermoset
binder to be uncurable. As a part of the research conducted in Paper V titled, “Additive
Manufacturing of Polymer Lithium-ion Structural Battery with 3D Continuous Carbon
Fiber Anode via Coextrusion Deposition”, these limitations associated with the
aforementioned additively fabricated thermoplastic and thermoset structural energy
composites was addressed. Inadequte fiber impregnation (for thermoplastic cathode
matrix) and active-conductive material threshold (for thermoset cathode matrix) was
overcome through the use of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), a mechanically weak but
electrochemically compliant binder that is used extensively in commercial lithium-ion
batteries [21]. This helped in elevating the electrochemical performance of the additively
manufacted energy composite, while simultaneously improving the mechanical
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performance of the printed structure due to the reinforcing continuous carbon fibers. In
addition to the modifications made to the fabrication process, preliminary
characterizations were also carried out to establish the feasibility of the proposed
composite material. This aided in establishing an additive fabrication approach to
manufacture mechanically and electrochemically functional net-shaped, solid state
lithium-ion structural batteries with potential applications in the industries where power
sources with high energy and power densities are desired. The mechanically adept nature
of the energy composite facilitate its usage as a structural component while
simultaneously being an energy component, offering potentially significant savings in
system-level weight and volume.
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I. A COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT APPROACH FOR PREDICTING
TOUGHNESS ENHANCEMENT IN CERAMIC COMPOSITES WITH
TAILORED INCLUSION

Aditya R. Thakur 1, Congjie Wei 2, Chenglin Wu 2*, Jeremy L. Watts 3, Charles S.
Wojnar 4
1

Deparment of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Missouri University of Science
and Technology, Rolla, MO 65409
2

3
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ABSTRACT

Advanced manufacturing techniques such as extrusion based methods have
enabled the fabrication of ceramic composites with ordered inclusion phases (i.e. the size
and position of the inclusion can be precisely controlled) to improve their overall strength
and toughness. Conventional theories, simulation approaches, and experimental methods
for analyzing fracture in composites with randomly dispersed inclusion phases (resulting
in homogeneous, isotropic effective properties) become inadequate at understanding and
designing composites with ordered inclusions for enhancing effective properties such as
toughness. In addition, existing methods for analyzing fracture in composites can be
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computationally expensive and pose challenges in accurately capturing experimentally
observed fracture growth. For example, extended finite element and phase-field methods
are computationally expensive in evaluating the large design space of possible inclusion
arrangements enabled by the new manufacturing techniques. In this work, a closed-form
analytical model for the mixed-mode stress intensity factor in a composite with selected
inclusion arrangements is presented, which expedites the analysis for various composite
designs. Moreover, the fracture initiation calculation is adapted to approximate crack
propagation with computational efficiency. The accuracy of this model for predicting
fracture initiation is validated by linear elastic fracture mechanics analysis using the finite
element method. The prediction of fracture propagation is validated using a phase-field
model, as well as a 4-point bending experiment. Finally, the model is applied to analyze
three different composite inclusion arrangements to study the effect of various material
combinations and geometries on the overall toughness of the composite; a complete
sampling of (and optimization) over the entire design space, however, is beyond the
scope of this work. The relative increase in crack length (compared to a homogeneous
material) is used as a metric to compare the relative toughness of three different
composite designs. Within these designs, using the fast-running approximate method, the
effect of the ratio of inclusion radius to inclusion spacing, and the elastic mismatch on the
resulting crack length are compared to determine the composite arrangements that result
in the greatest toughness enhancement for selected material properties. In particular, a
multi-phase cubic array resulted in the greatest toughness enhancement of the designs
considered.
Keywords: Patterned inclusion, Fracture, Ceramic composite, Analytical approximation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ceramic materials exhibit many useful properties such as high strength, stiffness,
melting temperatures, and chemical stability. However, the fundamental problem
preventing their widespread use in structural applications is their low fracture toughness.
The brittle nature of ceramics renders such structures susceptible to complex crack paths.
Thus, the failure of ceramic structures is difficult to predict. As a result, the safety of
ceramic structures is often given by probability distribution functions [1, 2]. Uncertainty
in the failure strength of such structures requires large safety factors that increase cost,
require more material, and increase weight. Due to these issues, a longstanding goal has
been to find ways of increasing the toughness of ceramics.
One approach to increase toughness, which is often found in nature, is to create
ceramic composites and hierarchical structures [3,4]. This approach has been explored in
experiments and theoretical analysis [5–7] to determine how inclusion phases at different
scales affect overall strength and toughness. The introduction of secondary phases and
hierarchy leads to toughening mechanisms such as crack deflection, interface de-bonding,
and fracture branching.
Currently, particulate ceramic composites are generally manufactured using the
conventional process of powder sintering where secondary phase particles are mixed with
the matrix material. After sintering, the secondary particles form the randomly distributed
inclusions; the precise arrangement of these inclusions cannot be controlled. However,
co-extrusion techniques have been developed that enable the position and geometry of
inclusion to be tailored [8]. This method will be adapted to create ceramic composites
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with precisely positioned cylindrical inclusions. With the newly available composite
geometry parameters (such as inclusion spacing and the periodic pattern) enabled by this
manufacturing technique, a wide range of composites can be created that result in
different fracture behavior. However, with the large design space, an efficient and
sufficiently accurate method is necessary to quickly discover optimal composite
arrangements.
To analyze fracture initiation and propagation in different composite
arrangements, we developed an analytical model for the mixed-mode stress intensity
factor of a kinked crack within a multi-phase composite with multiple inclusions, which
was validated with experiments and was compared with linear elastic fracture mechanics
(for initiation) and phase-field simulations (for propagation). Our approach combines the
previous analytical models for the mode I [10] and mode II [11] stress intensity factors of
a straight crack near an inclusion and a model for the local mode I and II stress intensity
factors of a kinked crack tip under far-field mode I and II loading [12]. Using this model
and an incremental crack extension method (described later), the toughness of several
different composite arrangements was computed based on a crack length metric.

2. MIXED MODE STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR OF A KINKED CRACK

In the following, we analyze the mixed-mode stress intensity factor at a kinked
crack tip in the vicinity of two nearby inclusions as shown in Figure 1. The approach is
general and can be applied to different composite arrangements with more than two
inclusions (as will be shown later), but as a starting example, we restrict to the geometry
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in Figure 1. In particular, the change in stress field due to inclusions decays to the farfield stress away from the inclusions. It is therefore a reasonable assumption that only the
two nearest inclusions (in a possible array of inclusions) will significantly affect the
crack. As will be seen in subsequent sections, experiments will be performed on notched
specimens in a 4-point bending configuration. In our analysis, we zoom in on the crack
tip in the specimen assuming a far-field loading is applied (due to 4-point bending),
which results in a mode I and II stress intensity factor in a homogeneous material with a
straight crack, K1 and K2, respectively. We now assume there is a kinked crack with
length, a, at an angle, ω, relative to the initial straight crack. The radius and angle from
the center of the two circular inclusions (relative to the tip of the kinked crack segment)
are (r1, θ1) and (r2, θ2), respectively. The radius of the inclusions (assumed equal) is R
and their separation distance is D as shown in Figure 1(B).

2.1. MODE I STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR ON A STRAIGHT CRACK
As a first step, we assume a moment, M, is applied to the 4-point bending
specimen. To analyze the influence of the inclusions on the stress intensity factor, we first
compute the stress intensity factor at the notch in the specimen due to the applied
moment (assuming at this point the specimen is homogeneous without inclusions). For a
4-point bending experiment with a single edge notched specimen, the stress intensity
factors (in mode I and mode II) due to the applied global loading on a straight crack
without a kink is given by [13],

𝐾1 =

̅
𝜋𝑎
)
2
̅
𝜋𝑎
𝑐𝑜𝑠( )
2

√2 𝑡𝑎𝑛(

𝜋𝑎̅

4

(0.923 + 0.199 (1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 ( 2 )) )

6𝑀
𝐵𝑊 3/2

,

𝐾2 = 0,

(1)
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where B is the depth of the specimen, W is the width of the specimen, and 𝑎̅ = 𝑎/𝑤 is
the ratio of the notch length to the width of the specimen as shown in Figure 1(A).

Figure 1. Illustration of (A) the 4-point bending geometry and (B) the geometry of a
kinked crack between two inclusions in a specimen subjected to far field mixed loading
(zoomed in region near the notch in the 4-point bending specimen).

2.2. APPROXIMATE STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR OF A KINKED CRACK
Next, the stress intensity factor of a kinked crack tip (added to the initial straight
notch crack) is determined in order to mimic material defects at the crack tip. Due to the
presence of nearby inclusions, the crack will prefer to propagate in a certain direction,
which is initiated by small-scale defects that we approximate as an infinitesimal kink.
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The mode I and II stress intensity factors at a kinked crack in a linear elastic, isotropic,
homogeneous material are, respectively, of the form [12]
𝐾𝐼 = Re[𝑐 + 𝑑]𝐾1 , 𝐾𝐼𝐼 = Im[𝑐 − 𝑑]𝐾1 ,

(2)

where K1 is the mode-I stress intensity factors due to the applied global loading on a
straight crack without a kink given in (1), which is in turn related to the applied moment
to the specimen. The parameters c and d are functions of the kink angle, ω, for an
infinitesimal kink length (see A). Note that we have proceeded by assuming an initial
straight crack and setting K2 = 0 in the result of [12] to obtain (2).

2.3. INFLUENCE OF A NEARBY INCLUSION ON A STRAIGHT CRACK
We now consider the influence of the inclusions on the stress intensity factors
(mode I and II) of the kinked crack. Here we follow the analysis [10] and [11] who
derived an approximate form for the change in the mode I and II stress intensity factors,
respectively, around a straight crack due to the presence of a nearby inclusion. Their
approach is based on the influence of a perturbation in material properties on the stress
intensity factor of a straight crack [17, 18]. For circular inclusions, the changes in stress
intensity factor in mode I and II (for the i = 1, 2 inclusion) are, respectively,
𝑅 2

𝜃

3 𝜃𝑖

𝑟𝑖

2

2

∆𝐾𝐼𝑖 = 𝐾𝐼 ( ) (𝐶1 cos ( 𝑖 ) cos (

) + 𝐶2 (sin2 𝜃𝑖 ) cos 𝜃𝑖 ),

(3)

𝑅 2

∆𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑖 = 𝐾𝐼𝐼 (𝑟 ) (𝐶3 cos 𝜃𝑖 + 𝐶4 cos(2𝜃𝑖 ) + 𝐶5 cos(3𝜃𝑖 ))
𝑖

where R is the (equal) radius of the inclusions, ri is the distance of the ith inclusion from
the crack tip, θi is the angle of the ith inclusion relative to the crack (cf. Figure 1). Note
that the integral results in [10, 11] have been simplified by assuming the inclusion radius
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R is small compared to the distance between the inclusion and crack tip, ri, to obtain
(3); the original integral expression is computed by evaluating the integrand at the center
of the inclusion and multiplying it by the inclusion area. It should also be noted that here
we assume the kink length, while small compared to the initial crack, may not be small
compared to the distance to the inclusions. Hence, the radius to the inclusions, ri, is taken
relative to the tip of the kinked crack (not the tip of the initial straight crack). Likewise,
the angles of the inclusions are taken relative to the axis of the kinked portion of the
crack as shown in Figure 1(B). The coefficients C1, C2, C3, and C4 are defined based on
material properties.
𝐶1 =
𝐶3 =
𝐶4 =

(1−𝛼)(1−2𝜈)
(1+𝛼−2𝜈)

3(1−𝛼)

, 𝐶2 = 2(1+3𝛼−4𝜈𝛼) ,

(1−𝛼)(11+19𝛼+32𝜈 2 𝛼−22𝜈−40𝜈𝛼)
16(1+𝛼−2𝜈)(1+3𝛼−4𝜈𝛼)
−(1−𝛼)(1−2𝜈)
4(1+𝛼−2𝜈)

,

9(1−𝛼)

, 𝐶5 = 16(1+3𝛼−4𝜈𝛼) ,

(4)
(5)
(6)

where 𝜈 is Poisson's ratio (assumed to be same for the inclusions and the matrix) and
𝐸

𝛼 = 𝐸 𝑖𝑛𝑐

𝑚𝑎𝑡

(7)

is the ratio of the Young modulus of the inclusion, 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 , to the Young modulus of the
matrix, 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡 . Note that in most cases, the Poisson ratio of the composite materials will
not be identical. Hence, the results predicted from this model will be most accurate when
the Poisson ratios of the constituents are nearly the same value. Despite this assumption,
the model is still able to accurately capture experimental results (to be discussed in
subsequent sections). Once the change in stress intensity factor (for mode I and II) due to
the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ inclusion is determined, Δ𝐾𝐼𝑖 and Δ𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑖 , the total stress intensity factor at the crack
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tip is found by adding to the stress intensity factor of the straight crack in a
homogeneous material,
𝐾𝐼,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐾𝐼 + ∑𝑛𝑖=1 Δ𝐾𝐼𝑖 , 𝐾𝐼𝐼,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐾𝐼𝐼 + ∑𝑛𝑖=1 Δ𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑖 ,

(8)

where 𝑛 is the number of inclusions. Only two inclusions are shown in Figure 1(b) (n =
2), but more can be included as necessary.
Finally, to establish a criteria for crack propagation, the energy release rate for the
composite system is defined as (assuming the crack is inside the matrix)
𝐽=

(𝐾𝐼,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡

2

+

(𝐾𝐼𝐼,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )
𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑡

2

,

(9)

where 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑡 is shear modulus of matrix material. That is, the crack will tend to propagate
in the direction of a kink angle corresponding to the maximum value of J.

2.4. COMBINED EFFECT OF CRACK KINKING AND INCLUSIONS
The total mode I and mode II stress intensity factors KI,total and KII,total, are
computed via (4), where the stress intensity factors for the kinked crack (without
inclusions), KI and KII, are computed via (2). To relate quantities to the experiment, the
far field mode I stress intensity factor, K1, used to compute the kinked crack stress
intensity factors is computed using (1) as a function of the moment, M, applied to the 4point bending specimen. Using these relations, the total stress intensity factor at a kinked
crack in the vicinity of inclusions can be computed from the load in the 4-point bending
test, inclusion properties, inclusion geometry, and inclusion arrangement.
At this point, the important assumptions in our analysis are highlighted: (i) the
effect of kinking on the stress intensity factor assumes the kink length is infinitesimally
small relative to the overall specimen (but not relative to the inclusion separation
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distance), (ii) the inclusions were circular with radii much smaller than their distance to
the crack, and (iii) the analysis was simplified by assuming one-way coupling between
the inclusions and the K-field. That is, the K-field around a crack was used to compute
the stress inside the inclusions, which in turn, via the solution in [19], was used to
compute the change in stress at the crack tip (and subsequently the change in stress
intensity factor). In reality, the change in stress intensity factor would again influence the
stress in the inclusion. This effect is neglected for simplicity. (iv) The matrix and
inclusion materials are assumed to have the same Poisson ratio and comparable
coefficients of thermal expansion to simplify the equations. This assumption yields
reasonably accurate results compared to numerical results for the material system under
consideration. Finally, (v) while the kinked crack length is assumed to be infinitesimally
small, we treat the kinked portion of the crack as a straight crack when applying equation
(3), which would be slightly different than non-straight cracks induced by defects in the
specimen.

2.5. FINITE ELEMENT VALIDATION FOR FRACTURE INITIATION
In the following, the accuracy of the proposed analytical model for the mixedmode stress intensity factor of a kinked crack in the presence of inclusions was examined
through a case study using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) finite element
analysis. The stress intensity factor and J-integral predictions were extracted from the
finite element analysis.
The mode I and mode II stress intensity factors and J-integral from (10) and (11)
were compared to the result from LEFM obtained via finite element analysis using
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Abaqus. When simulating dual-phase composites using finite element analysis, the
interaction between the crack and the inclusions is generally predicted more accurately
through a 3-dimensional model. However, finite element analysis produces similar stress
maxima for 2-dimensional plane strain as well as 3-dimensional analyses in comparison
to plane stress as the cracks are believed to mostly originate at the core of the specimen
[20]. A 2-dimensional plane strain model (using shell elements) with circular inclusions
was thus preferred over a 3-dimensional model to simplify the analyses [21-26]. The
elements were 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilaterals with reduced integration
scheme.
A representative sample geometry of the 4-point bending test with a 1 mm long
centered notch and 0.2 mm kink was selected (see Figure 2(A)). The two-phases of
material in the specimen were represented using a partition function. A ramped
displacement of 0.1 mm was applied via two contact points on the top, and the resulting
stress and strain field was computed. A dense mesh with a smallest element size of 4 µm
was generated and a square-root singularity was defined near the crack-tip (see Figure
2(B)). Note that the mesh shown in Figure 2(C) was used in the phase-field simulation
discussed in a later section. The material properties are shown in Table 1. Note that the
Poisson ratios for the two materials in Table 1 are not identical. Nonetheless, the values
are similar such that selecting ν = 0.16 in the finite element simulation (in order to
compare with the analytical model) resulted in an accurate approximation. A
representative sample geometry of the 4-point bending test with a 1 mm long centered
notch and 0.2 mm kink was selected (see Figure 2(A)).
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Figure 2. A schematic of the specimen in (A) shows the geometry, loading and boundary
conditions for the 4-point bending test, which includes the dimension of the inclusions
and kinked crack (in mm). The mesh detail and von Mises stress contours are shown for
the (B) LEFM model and (C) phase-field model.

The two-phases of material in the specimen were represented using a partition
function. A ramped displacement of 0.1 mm was applied via two contact points on the
top, and the resulting stress and strain field was computed. A dense mesh with a smallest
element size of 4 µm was generated and a square-root singularity was defined near the
crack-tip (see Figure 2(B)). Note that the mesh shown in Figure 2(C) was used in the
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phase-field simulation discussed in a later section. The material properties are shown
in Table 1. Note that the Poisson ratios for the two materials in Table 1 are not identical.
Nonetheless, the values are similar such that selecting ν = 0.16 in the finite element
simulation (in order to compare with the analytical model) resulted in an accurate
approximation.
The distance between the inclusions, D, and the radius of the inclusions, R, were
varied to characterize the accuracy of the analytical model by comparing the stress
intensity factors and J-integral predicted by the analytical model and finite element
solution. The two different inclusion radii examined were 300 µm and 500 µm. These
two radii were considered for the simulation based on their practicality to be fabricated
using the co-sintering manufacturing process. This is because exceedingly large
inclusions lead to undesirable micro-cracks at the interface, while extremely small
inclusions will result in negligible changes in the fracture behavior. The distances
between the inclusions were varied from 1.5 mm to 2 mm. It was observed that the
influence of the inclusions diminished as the distance between them was increased. Thus,
the maximum separation distance was limited to 2 mm as increasing the distance resulted
in little change in the stress intensity factor. A contour integral (for evaluating the Jintegral) that encircled the crack tip but that did not intersect the inclusions was
introduced into the simulation.
For each geometric combination of inclusion radius and separation distance, the
mode I and mode II stress intensity factors (see (4)) and the J-integral (see (5)) were
plotted versus the kink angle at the end of the notch from 0◦ to 90◦ as shown in Figure 3
(negative angles were not considered here due to symmetry). The markers represent the
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finite element prediction and the solid lines correspond to the analytical solution.
Figures 3(A), (B), and (C), plot the relative stress intensity factors in model I and II, and
the relative J-integral, respectively, versus kink angle for different inclusion separation
distances, D, and fixed radius, R. The relative KI and J were normalized by their value at
zero kink angle ω = 0. The relative KII was normalized by its maximum value in the
homogeneous specimen. Figure 3(C), (D), and (E), also show the same plots, but now
with different radii, R, but fixed separation distance, D.
The analytical model accurately captures the variation of the stress intensity
factors and J-integral in the range of kink angles considered (up to 90◦). As postulated
through the small kink angle assumption, the accuracy of the analytical model is higher
for smaller kink angles. Moreover, at larger kink angles, the analytical model is less
accurate for the cases with inclusions than the one without inclusions (owing to the
assumptions made when incorporating inclusions in the model). To summarize, for this
specimen geometry, the analytical model predictions are within 5% (at most) of the result
from finite element analysis. The addition of the inclusions causes an increase in the
stress intensity factors and J-integral relative to the homogeneous case. This is expected
for the case of compliant inclusions considered here (cf. Table 1), which tend to increase
the stress field near the crack tip. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3, increasing the size
of the inclusion results in an increased J-integral. The reduced accuracy of the analytical
model for large inclusion sizes is consistent with the underlying assumption of the
inclusion radius being small compared to the crack length.
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Figure 3. Comparison between analytical model (lines) and linear elastic finite element
simulation (dots). Each row shows, respectively, the mode I and II stress intensity factors,
and the J-integral versus kink angle. The plots of KI and J are normalized by their value
for the homogeneous case with zero kink angle while KII was normalized by its
maximum value in the homogeneous case. The left column shows the effect of different
inclusion separation and the right column illustrates the effect of different inclusion radii.
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3. FRACTURE PROPAGATION

3.1. INCREMENTAL CRACK EXTENSION METHOD
To predict the propagation of a crack, we propose an incremental crack extension
method. First, an initial crack tip location is chosen. Then a small kink is added to the end
of the crack. Using the fracture initiation model based on the J-integral of the kinked
crack, the kink angle resulting in the maximum J-integral is found numerically. That is,
find the kink angle, ω, that maximizes J in (5). This kink angle is taken to be the
preferred propagation direction. Once the preferred propagation direction is determined,
the new crack tip is found by adding a small crack increment of length, ∆a = 0.001 mm,
in the preferred direction. Then, the process is repeated to find the new preferred
propagation direction from the current crack tip. Contour plots of the spatial variation of
the maximum J-integral and its corresponding kink angle are show in Figure 4(A) and
(B), respectively. The inclusion separation distance was D = 1.5 mm and the inclusion
radii were R = 0.3 mm. The material properties used were the same as Table 1 (and
taking ν = 0.16). One can see in Figure 4(a) that the maximum J-integral (of all kink
directions) increases closer to the inclusions. In addition, the kink angle giving rise to the
greatest J-integral tends to point towards the left inclusion when the crack is on the left
half of the specimen and vice-versa on the right-half, as shown in Figure 4(B).
This is, of course, an approximation because the crack path behind the tip is not
accounted for (each iteration assumes a straight crack up to the current crack tip
location). However, this approach does provide a first approximation of the crack path as
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most of the material behind the crack tip becomes unloaded and thus does not
significantly affect the stress at the crack tip.

Table 1. Material properties of the matrix and inclusion materials used in experiments
and finite element analysis. The elastic properties of the matrix were measured via the
impulse excitation technique while the remaining properties were obtained from the
supplier (H. C. Starck). The properties of the inclusion were also obtained from the
supplier (Goodfellow).
Parameter:

Symbol:

Value:

Young’s modulus

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡

512 GPa

Poisson’s ratio

𝜈𝑚𝑎𝑡

0.16

𝐶𝑇𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡

6.6 × 10−6 /𝐾

𝐺𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑡

0.02674 N/mm

Young’s modulus

𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐

2.55 GPa

Poisson’s ratio

𝜈𝑖𝑛𝑐

0.17

𝐶𝑇𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐

4.3 × 10−6 /𝐾

𝐺𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑐

0.035 N/mm

Matrix 12

Coefficient of thermal expansion
(300K to 1073K)
Energy release rate
Inclusions 3

Coefficient of thermal expansion
(273K to 373K)
Energy release rate

1

measured using impulse excitation technique

2

supplier (H.C. Starck) information

3

supplier (Goodfellow) information
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Figure 4. Contour plots of the (A) J-integral and (B) kink angle in the preferred direction.
The J-integral was normalized by its value for the straight kink at the origin. The
coordinate axes are normalized by the inclusion separation distance, D/2.

3.2. PHASE-FIELD MODEL
To gauge the accuracy of the crack extension method, we compare the estimated
crack paths from the proposed approach with those predicted from a phase-field
simulation and experiments. While the phase-field approach is common for predicting
crack paths, the incremental crack extension method is a more computationally efficient
alternative to obtain a first approximation of the crack paths through the composite. This
is especially helpful as a first pass to sample the very large space of possible composite
materials and geometric combinations.
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The fundamental idea in brittle fracture is that a crack forms in order to
minimize the internal energy (a combination of strain energy and crack surface energy),
which dates back to the work in [27]. Assuming linearized kinematics, the internal energy
of a solid occupying a region Ω with a crack surface Γ is
𝑈 = ∫Ω/Γ 𝜓(𝜀)𝑑Ω + ∫Γ 𝐺𝑐 𝑑𝐴,

(10)

where 𝜓 is the strain energy density defined such that the stress is given by 𝜎 =

𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝜀

and 𝜀

is the small-strain tensor (since ceramic composites are being considered, the assumption
of linearized kinematics is appropriate). The crack surface energy is 𝐺𝑐 . Note that the
crack surface energy takes on different values, Gcinc and Gcmat, depending on if the crack
is in the matrix or inclusion, respectively. In the phase-field approach, the surface integral
is transformed into a volume integral to simplify the numerical implementation of the
model via a degradation function [22], [23], 𝜙(𝑥) ∈ [0,1],
𝑈 = ∫𝛺 ((1 − 𝜙)2 + 𝑘)𝜓(𝜀)𝑑𝛺 + ∫𝛺
where now the degraded stress is 𝜎 =

𝜕𝜑
𝜕𝜀

𝐺𝑐
2

1

(𝑙0 𝛻𝜙 ∙ 𝛻𝜙 + 𝑙 𝜙 2 ) 𝑑𝛺,
0

(11)

, with 𝜑 = ((1 − 𝜙)2 + 𝑘)𝜓(𝑥, 𝜀). The

material is completely fractured where 𝜙 = 1 and is undamaged where 𝜙 = 0. Also, we
let 𝜓 depend on the spatial position 𝑥 since we will be considering composite materials
with different elastic moduli. Hence, the strain energy function will vary with position.
The parameter, k = 10−5, is a small number for numerical conditioning. The crack width
is characterized by 𝑙0 .
The results for the Euler-Lagrange (equilibrium) equations that minimize the
potential energy based on internal energy given in the previous section are shown in
Table 2. We implement this material model within the finite element method framework
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of Abaqus using subroutines including UMAT and UEL. Constant strain triangle
elements were used with a single integration point (cf. Figure 2 (c)). The material
parameters used in the phase-field model are the same as those used in the finite element
simulation and analytical model, which are shown in Table 1. However, in addition to
Table 1, the intrinsic length scale parameter, l0 in the phase-field model was taken to be
1% of the inclusion diameter.

Table 2. The Euler-Lagrange equations of the potential energy used in the phase-field
model. Note that the summation convention is implied in the index notation form and
commas denote differentiation with respect to the spatial coordinates.
Symbolic
∇·𝝈 = 𝟎

Index notation
𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗 = 0

Description
Stress equilibrium

𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗 𝑛𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖

Traction relation

𝝈𝒏 = 𝒕
𝜕𝜑
𝜕∅

+

𝐺𝐶 ∅
𝑙0

+ 𝐺𝐶 𝑙0 ∇2 ∅ = 0

∇∅. 𝒏 = 0

𝜕𝜑
𝜕∅

+

𝐺𝐶 ∅
𝑙0

+ 𝐺𝐶 𝑙0 ∇2 ∅,𝑖𝑖 = 0

Degradation function
PDE

φ,i ni = 0

Boundary condition of
degradation function

3.3. SPECIMEN PREPARATION FOR 4-POINT BENDING EXPERIMENTS
To fabricate composite specimens, a powder-based sintering approach was used
[24]. The procedure is detailed in Figure 5. Fabricating composites comprised of multiphase constituents depends on their thermo-mechanical properties, geometry, size, and
nature of the interface between them [25]. For the experiments, materials were selected
that best mimicked the system analyzed in Figure 1. In particular, materials with similar
Poisson ratios and comparable coefficients of thermal expansion (to reduce residual stress
and interface cracking from the sintering process) were selected. To this end, a zirconium
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diboride matrix and graphite inclusions were chosen (refer to Table 1 for material
properties). A batch of powdered grade B zirconium diboride (93.86 wt.%) by H.C.
Starck with phenolic resin (2.3 wt.%), boron carbide (0.98 wt.%), and traces of
polyethylene glycol and polyvinyl butyral (PVB) were added as a binder and plasticizer,
respectively, to the mix for the matrix. A batch of graphite (47.42 wt.%), methoxy
polyethylene glycol MPEG (0.91 wt.%), heavy mineral oil (3.67 wt.%), polyether block
amide PEBA-7 (24.83 wt.%), zirconium diboride (23.17 wt.%) and phenolic resin was
prepared for the inclusion. These compositions are summarized in Table 3. The carbon
and boron carbide additives to the ZrB2 batch promote its densification [26]. These
batches were ball milled in acetone for 24 hours at ambient temperature and pressure
using tungsten carbide milling media. The solution was then dried via rotary vacuum
evaporation to obtain powder mixtures suitable for densification.
For the inclusion material, graphite powder was blended with the thermoplastic
polymer and plasticizers (Table 3) using a torque rheometer at 130℃ and 30 RPM. This
material was formed into a cylindrical feed-rod using a heated hydraulic press. This
feedrod was then extruded into finer filaments with the desired diameters using a ram
extruder. For the matrix, the powdered mixture batch (Table 3) was molded into billets of
desired dimensions using a rectangular die and hydraulic press before drilling at selected
inclusion locations using fine 0.5 mm diameter, tungsten carbide drill bits.
Then the graphite filaments were threaded through the matrix and the resulting
sample was co-sintered in a graphite hot-press (Model HP20-3060; Thermal Technology
Inc., Santa Rosa, CA) to form the precursor to the final specimen (typical overall billet
dimensions were 40 × 30 × 5 mm3 with 500 μm diameter inclusions).
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Figure 5. Illustration of specimen fabrication process showing the (A) carbon mixture for
inclusions, (B) ZrB2 powder for matrix, (C) carbon feed rod, (D) ZrB2 green billet, (E)
periodic holes drilled into the green billet, (F) carbon feed rod extruded into filaments,
(G) co-sintered ZrB2-C billet, (H) sintering schedule, (I) ceramic composite with
inclusions, and (J, K) the test specimens cut and notched.

The specimens were heated under vacuum (200 mTorr) with approximately 1
hour isothermal holds at both 1450℃ and 1650℃. Following the 1650℃ hold the
atmosphere was changed to flowing argon and a pressure of 32 MPa was applied. The
specimen was then ramped to the final densification temperature of 2050℃. . A ramp rate
of 75℃/min was maintained for the first two holds and then a ramp rate of 60℃/min was
applied until the densification temperature was attained. The ram travel was monitored
upon reaching the final temperature to determine when the densification process ceased
before cooling. The planar surfaces of the resulting sintered billets were ground using a
Chevalier FSG-618 surface grinder with a 400 grit diamond grinding wheel with
progressively finer diamond abrasives from National Diamond Lab. The resulting surface
finish facilitated the observation of the specimen under the microscope during
experiments. The polished billets were then cut into desired specimen size through wire
electrical discharge machining.
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Table 3. Constituents of the composite specimens.
Material
Matrix zirconium diboride (grade B)

Quantity (wt.%)
96.67

Phenolic resin

2.35

Boron carbide

0.98

Polyethylene glycol

Trace

Polyvinyl butyral (PVB)

Trace

inclusion graphite

47.42

methoxy polyethylene glycol (MPEG)

0.91

heavy mineral oil

3.67

polyether block amide (PEBA-7)

24.83

zirconium diboride

23.17

A straight notch centered between the inclusions was introduced in one specimen
and an off-set notch was introduced in the second specimen via wire electrical discharge
machining. These specimens were subjected to a four-point-bend test using a 200 N
leadscrew micro-tensile tester by Deben-GATAN and were observed under Hirox Digital
KH-8700 optical microscope as illustrated in Figure 6.
The bonding between the inclusion and matrix is of great importance when
attempting to alter crack propagation using the inclusions. A key factor towards
improving the bond strength is to use materials for the matrix and inclusion with
comparable coefficients of thermal expansion since the main cause of debonding is
residual stress arising during the sintering process (due to mismatched coefficients of
thermal expansion), which cause cracks to form. Composites with second-phase
inclusions are particularly susceptible to stress-induced micro cracking due to the
localized stress fields formed during the co-sintering process [27]. In addition,
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spontaneous interface failures are particularly prominent in materials with large elastic
mismatch.
The inclusion size required to reduce interface fracture during sintering is a
function of critical stress intensity factor, Poisson’s ratio, and residual stress [27].
Generally, smaller inclusions have smaller interaction volume with surrounding matrix;
thus, lesser residual stress. This in turn reduces the likelihood of cracking. In addition,
selecting materials with comparable coefficients of thermal expansion will mitigate
interface fracture. Preliminary composite specimens containing zirconium diboride with
graphite inclusions with diameters of approximately 500 μm resulted in no noticeable
crack formation at the interfaces.
With the above manufacturing constraints, it would appear that the possible
choices of materials and geometries are quite restricted. However, if certain material
combinations are found to be desirable based on simulation results, but manufacturing
such specimen results in interface debonding, there are other manufacturing routes that
could be employed to reduce residual stresses. For example, recent work [28], [29] has
focused on creating spiral shaped inclusions whose geometry reduces the residual stress.
The spiral inclusion shape is formed by rolling layers of the inclusion and matrix material
together, followed by co-extrusion into fibers to obtain the desired inclusion composition
and geometry. Such spirals could be used in place of cylindrical inclusions. The spiral
would practically behave as a cylindrical inclusion with its effective elastic modulus
based on the relative volume fractions of materials forming the spiral. However, the
introduction of such spiral inclusions is beyond the scope of this project.
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Figure 6. Images of the (A) experimental set-up, (B) micro-tensile tester equipped with 4point bending test fixture, (C) specimen with kinked notch and inclusions, and (D) the
crack-tip.

Two types of specimens were produced with different crack offsets (relative to the
central axis between the inclusions). For the specimens, the separation distance between
the inclusions was the same, D = 1.8 mm. The diameter of the inclusions was 500 μm.
For one type, the initial notch was half way between the inclusions while for the other,
the initial notch was placed 0.5 mm to the right of the central axis. Both were loaded to
failure. The fracture path is shown for each specimen in Figure 7 (A). From the
experiments, the maximum load before the ultimate failure of the specimen was 28%
higher for the specimen with the off-set notch than the centered notch, 66 N and 52 N,
respectively. This illustrates the result that purely geometrical effects can be used to alter
(and increase) the failure load (i.e. strength). Moreover, by examining the fracture paths
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between the two cases, fracture surface area in the specimen with the off-set notch is
higher than in the centered notch. Thus, inclusions near the initial crack result in
increased crack surface area (and subsequently increased energy dissipation and
toughness) by solely altering the geometry.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. VALIDATION OF PROPOSED APPROACH
To validate the proposed analytical framework, the experimentally observed crack
path was compared with the computed crack paths from the shooting method and the
phase field model as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 (A) shows the experimentally observed
crack path for the two specimens with different initial notch positions and angles. Figure
7 (B) combines the crack paths obtained from the experiments (transcribed from
microscope images), phase-field model, and shooting method. The phase-field crack
prediction was determined by plotting the line of maximum crack set parameter, 𝜙. The
trend of the fracture path predicted by the shooting method follows the experimentally
measured crack initially but deviates as the crack approaches the inclusion, which is
consistent with the various assumptions in the model. Also, the phase-field prediction
follows both the experimentally measured crack and the shooting method result. While
the phase-field result is slightly closer to the experimentally measured crack than the
shooting method, the phase-field method required significantly more time to compute.
For comparison, the shooting method approximation required on the order of seconds to
generate the path shown in Figure 7, while the phase field method required on the order
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of hours to simulate the corresponding path. While a detailed comparison of the run
time between the two methods is beyond the scope of the paper, the order of magnitude
difference in run time illustrates, qualitatively, the efficiency of the shooting method
approach over the phase-field approach, while maintaining accuracy.
Upon establishing the accuracy of the analytical model through LEFM finite
element analysis, phase field modeling, and an experimental case study, it was applied to
investigate the influence of the inclusion properties and arrangement on the crack
behavior in the matrix. The material characteristics, especially the Young’s modulus
mismatch, geometry and the location of the inclusions with respect to the crack-tip is
shown to affect the crack initiation and subsequently the propagation through the matrix
material.

4.2. RELATIVE CRACK LENGTH INCREASE METRIC
In order to quantitatively compare the effectiveness of different composite design
on increasing the overall toughness of material, the relative crack length increase metric
is used, L/LH, where L is the total length of the crack as it passes through a unit cell of
inclusions and LH is the length of a straight crack passing the same unit cell (if the
material was replaced by a homogeneous one). In linear elastic fracture mechanics, the
energy dissipated due to crack propagation is transferred into the energy of the new
surface area. In two dimensions, the size of the crack surface area is proportional to the
length of the crack. In the following, we restrict our analysis to consider the case where
the fracture propagates through the matrix (i.e. it does not intersect with inclusions). This
is due to the corresponding assumption made in the stress intensity factor calculation. In
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other words, the following study of the effect of composite design on toughness
focuses on the mechanism of crack deflection within the matrix. In this setting, the ratio
of the energy dissipated in one unit cell between a homogeneous and composite specimen
(quantifying the relative toughness), is equal to the relative crack length increase metric,
𝐺𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝐴
𝐺𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝐴𝐻

𝐿

=𝐿 ,
𝐻

(12)

where A and AH are the surface areas of the crack in the composites compared to a
homogeneous material. In the two dimensional analysis, a unit depth is assumed.

4.3. INFLUENCE OF INCLUSION SEPARATION DISTANCE ON FRACTURE
An obvious factor to consider when designing a composite with an array of
inclusions is to examine the effect of the spacing between the inclusions. In particular, it
is important to understand the ability of the inclusions to affect the fracture process. To
illustrate this effect, fracture paths from the phase-field simulation and the crack
extension method are computed assuming different initial starting points between the
center line, at x = 0, and the inclusion, at x = D/2, in increments of 0.1 mm as shown in
Figure 8(A) (for two different ratios of the inclusion separation to the radius, R/D); the
crack extension method and phase-field model are compared again here in order to assess
the accuracy of the analytical model as crack paths pass closer to the inclusions.
As can be seen in the two plots of Figure 8(A), for larger crack offsets (resulting
in a crack path that is also closer to the inclusion), the deviation of the crack extension
method from the phase-field simulation increases, which is consistent with the
assumptions in the model regarding the coupling between the inclusion and crack tip.
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Figure 7. (A) Experimental crack paths after complete fracture for varying notch
locations. (B) Crack paths from the proposed method, phase field model and experiment.
(C) Load vs. load point displacement curve from experiment and phase field model
illustrating variation in failure load and subsequently toughness between specimens with
centered and off-set notch.

Quantitatively, in the left plot of Figure 8(A), with R/D = 0.15, the percent
difference between the crack extension method and phasefield simulation (relative to the
inclusion separation, D) for each crack path is 0.3, 2.5, 6.5, and 12.0%, for the cracks
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with initial offsets of x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 mm, respectively. Thus, the error of the
extension method increases as the crack path passes closer to the inclusion. Qualitatively,
however, the crack extension method is able to capture the same trend of the inclusions
having a greater impact on the crack as it passes closer to the inclusion. Again, it should
be emphasized that the main advantage of the crack extension method is that it can be
used as a first approximation to begin narrowing down the design space due to its
computational efficiency. Simulating the entire design space with the phase-field method
may not be feasible depending on the computational resources available.
It is intuitive that the smaller the separation distance between the inclusions is, the
closer the fracture pathway is to the adjacent inclusion. Consequently, the closer the
crack passes to the inclusion, the influence of the inclusion on the crack path is higher.
This is illustrated in Figure 8(B), which plots the relative percent increase in crack length
(relative to the straight crack) where the separation distance, D, between the inclusions
was changed between 1.5 mm and 2 mm and their radius R = 0.3 mm was held fixed. In
dimensionless terms, Figure 8(B) shows the results for specimens with R/D = 0.15 and
0.2. It can be observed that the relative percent increase in the crack length, which
correlates with the influence of the inclusion, is more significant for a given crack
location offset for specimens with smaller inclusion separation distance for a fixed
applied loading condition. An increase in crack length implies a larger crack surface area
(and subsequently increased energy dissipation and toughness), thereby altering the
fracture toughness of the specimen solely by varying the location of the inclusions within
the matrix.
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4.4. EFFECT OF THE INCLUSION PATTERN ON THE TOUGHNESS
The crack extension method was used to study three composite designs, motivated
by the results of [36], in order to determine the one resulting in the greatest toughness
enhancement. The three designs scenarios were (1) a cubic array of stiff inclusions
rotated by an angle relative to the initial crack in order to guide the crack, (2) a
bodycentered cubic array of stiff inclusions to create a zig-zag pattern that increases
crack length, and (3) a multi-phase cubic array of stiff and soft inclusions to also create a
zig-zag pattern that increases crack length.
4.4.1. Crack Guiding using a Rotated Cubic Array. Altering the direction of
crack propagation is useful for increasing the crack length (and therefore also the energy
dissipated) as well as deflecting a crack away from a sensitive component in a material or
structure. In this design, stiff inclusions are selected in order to contain the crack
propagation within the matrix. A cubic array with n = 16 circular inclusions with variable
radius R, and fixed spacing D = 1.5 mm, were simulated, such that R/D ∈ [0.1,0.8]. This
is accomplished by using the crack extension method based on the stress intensity factor in
(4) where now the number of terms in the summation is increased due to the additional
inclusions.
To guide the crack, the cubic array was rotated by an angle γ relative to the initial
direction of the notch crack. In this study, we sought to determine the R/D ratio that gave
rise to the largest relative crack length increase L/LH. The longest crack length
corresponded to the case with the largest possible array orientation angle γ, while
containing the crack within the matrix. The simulations were repeated for three different
values of elastic mismatch ratio: α = 2, 5, and 10 (defined in (12)). To change the elastic
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mismatch ratio, the Young modulus of the inclusion was varied while the Young
modulus of the matrix was held fixed as the value in Table 1.

Figure 8. Simulation of (A) crack propagation for different initial crack offset positions
(the solid line denotes the crack extension method and the dots show the phase-field
simulation) and (B) crack length increase versus inclusion separation and offset position
predicted from the crack extension method. All distances are relative to the inclusion
separation distance, D.
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The initial notch was assumed to be centered relative to the inclusion array
(denoted by the origin in the Figure 9).
As an example, for the case of an elastic mismatch of α = 10, and R/D = 1/3, the
maximum angle of the array orientation such that the crack remains in the matrix is
shown in Figure 9. If the orientation angle of the inclusions is further increased, the crack
enters into the inclusions, which is not accounted for in the simplified model. If the
orientation of the array is reduced, the crack is deflected was L/LH = 1.0078.
In a similar manner the maximum angle of the inclusion orientation and the
corresponding relative crack length increase were computed for different inclusion radii
and elastic mismatch ratio, and are shown in Figure 10(A) and (B), respectively. One can
see in Figure 10(A) that as R/D increases, the maximum angle that the array can be
rotated (while maintaining crack propagation within the matrix) decreases. This is
because smaller inclusions can be shifted over a greater distance before intersecting the
crack path (due to their smaller radii). The relative crack length increase versus inclusion
radius in Figure 10(B) interestingly shows a maximum. Generally, as R/D increases, it
has a greater impact on crack deflection and thus the crack length increases. However,
increasing R/D eventually has a negative impact on the crack deflection because the angle
of the inclusion array must be reduced to prevent the crack from intersecting the
inclusion. Thus, there is an important trade between array orientation and inclusion size
that must be optimized in such a design. Of the cases considered, generally R/D = 1/3
appears to be the optimal geometry for any elastic mismatch ratio when designing a
composite for crack guiding.
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Figure 9. Example cubic array of stiff inclusions (a = 10 and R/D =1/3), denoted by the
shaded circles, oriented at an angle γ=7°. The crack (blue line) is guided by the
orientation of the inclusions.

4.4.2. Crack Deflection using a Body-centered Cubic Array. In the previous
design scenario, the orientation of the array itself was used deflect the crack and increase
its length. In the proposed body-centered cubic array, the relative position of the
inclusions is used as a mechanism to control the crack path as illustrated by the example
in Figure 11(A). As with the previous example, the inclusion spacing is held fixed at D =
1.5 mm while the radius of the inclusions and elastic mismatch ratio were varied. The
number of inclusions used was n = 21. The initial crack position was centered between
the initial inclusion and the body-centered inclusion, i.e. at x = D/4. The result in Figure
11(A) corresponds to R/D = 0.24 and α = 10.
For different combinations of inclusion radius and elastic mismatch ratio, the
relative crack length increase L/LH was computed (see Figure 11(B)). One can see in
Figure 11(B) that as R/D increases, the relative crack length increases.
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Figure 10. (A) Plot of the maximum allowable orientation angle of the inclusions versus
relative inclusion radius. (B) Plot of the corresponding relative crack length increase
versus relative inclusion radius.

However, the inclusion size cannot be increased arbitrarily large while containing
the crack in the matrix. In this case, for R/D > 0.24, the crack will propagate in the
inclusions (for each of the elastic mismatch ratios considered). For each radii, the crack
length increase is higher for greater elastic mismatch. In summary, the maximum
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inclusion radius to spacing ratio was determined for the body-centered array and the
corresponding crack length increase was computed.
Comparing the results in Figure 11(B) with the previous results for the rotated
cubic array in Figure 10(B), for similar combinations of inclusion radius and elastic
mismatch ratio, the relative crack length increase is always higher for the body-centered
cubic array than for the rotated cubic array. Thus, the local individual position of the
inclusions has a greater effect on crack length (per unit cell) than the global deflection of
the crack using the rotated cubic array. However, for crack guiding, the rotated cubic
array can globally deflect and guide the crack, while changes in the local inclusion
arrangement made possible in the body-centered cubic array only locally deflects the path
while the global path remains fixed.
4.4.3. Crack Deflection in a Multi-phase Array. As a final scenario, we
consider the addition of a second (weak/soft) inclusion material to the previous
consideration of only stiff inclusions. Motivated by the zig-zag behavior observed in
Figure 11(A), the case of an alternating stiff and soft inclusion pattern was hypothesized
to further increase the amplitude of zig-zag behavior.
For example, see Figure 12(A), which shows the arrangement of the stiff and soft
inclusions in a cubic array. Generally, the crack is attracted to the soft inclusions and
repelled by the stiff inclusions, resulting in the zig-zag behavior. With two different sets
of inclusions, there are now two elastic mismatch ratios to consider corresponding to the
strong/stiff inclusion and to the weak/soft inclusion,
𝛼1 =

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡

,

𝛼2 =

𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡

(9)
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Figure 11. (A) Body-centered cubic array of stiff inclusions used (shaded area) to
increase the crack length (blue line). (B) Plot of the relative crack length increase versus
relative inclusion radius.

These two values of α are substituted into the expression for the coefficients in
(11) for each inclusion that is added in the summation in (4). The three combinations of
stiff and soft inclusions were the pairs: (α1,α2)∈{(10,0),(5,0.5),(2,0.1)}. The crack
propagation through composites with different inclusion radii and elastic mismatch ratios
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was simulated and the resulting relative crack length increase was determined and is
shown in Figure 12(B). Generally, as R/D increases, the relative crack length increases
due the increasing impact of larger inclusions on the crack path. However, for each
combination of elastic mismatch, there exists a limit to how large the inclusions can be
before the crack intersects the inclusions (corresponding to the largest value of R/D
plotted on the axis). For greater elastic mismatch, the largest inclusion radii that can be
used is reduced. However, for greater elastic mismatch (even with the limitation in
maximum R/D), the relative crack length increase is higher for any R/D. In particular, for
the multi-phase array, the relative crack length increase for the case of the greatest elastic
mismatch was nearly L/LH = 1.07, which is the largest observed (for the same elastic
mismatch) of the previous designs, viz. the rotated cubic array and the body-centered
cubic array. Therefore, the multi-phase composite design is the best design scheme for
increasing crack length of the designs considered (albeit a more complex design due to
the multiple inclusion materials); a larger design space of possible inclusion
arrangements could result in a design that further improves the toughness but is beyond
the scope of this work. Nonetheless, the efficient crack extension method would
significantly reduce the computational resources required to sample and analyze the large
design space.

5. CONCLUSION

New manufacturing methods have enabled a large design space of composites that
can be manufactured. In order to search the large space for designs that enhance the
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overall toughness of ceramic composites, a computationally efficient crack extension
method was developed. The proposed method can be used to predict the fracture behavior
of composite designs on the order of seconds (compared to hours when using current
approaches such as phase-field modeling), with minimal loss in accuracy. This was
demonstrated by comparing the method to LEFM, a phase-field model, and experiments.
In particular, the crack extension method was shown to capture the behavior of how
nearby inclusions affect the propagation path (and final length) of the crack, which is the
main mechanism of interest when designing the composites to increase toughness. Thus,
the crack extension method is a useful tool for sampling the large design space of
composite arrangements in an efficient manner that lays the groundwork for future
optimization studies in order to find the configurations with the largest toughness.
The ability of the crack extension method to analyze different composite
arrangements was demonstrated by studying a reduced design space of three different
composite arrangements: (1) a rotated cubic array of stiff inclusions used to guide the
crack path, (2) a body-centered cubic array of stiff inclusions that resulted in a zig-zag
crack pattern that increases crack length, and (3) a cubic array of stiff and soft inclusions
that further enhanced the zig-zag behavior.
For each design, the toughness was assessed via the relative crack length increase.
In design (1), for elastic mismatch ratios of 𝛼=2, 5, and 10, the arrangement should be
chosen such that R/D =0.55, 0.67, and 0.75, respectively, in order to achieve the greatest
toughness enhancement for matrix fracture.
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Figure 12. (A) Inclusion arrangement in the multi-phase, cubic composite and resulting
crack path. The dark and light shaded circles correspond to the stiff and soft inclusions,
respectively. The crack path is denoted by the solid blue line. (B) Plot of relative crack
length increase versus inclusion radius for different elastic mismatch ratios.

For design (2), likewise an arrangement with R/D = 0.24 results in the greatest
toughening (and is not sensitive to the elastic mismatch ratio). In (3), the inclusion
arrangement with greatest matrix fracture toughness depends on R/D; for the largest
elastic mismatch, R/D = 0.6 is the best design, while for the smallest elastic mismatch,
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R/D = 0.8 is the best design. Overall, the multi-phase composite demonstrated the
greatest toughening for similar material properties compared to the other designs.
These results demonstrate the possibility of controlling crack growth using
ordered inclusion arrays, which has been enabled by advanced manufacturing
approaches. Furthermore, the computationally efficient crack extension method will aid
in uncovering optimal designs of the composites for increasing toughness. Future efforts
can utilized this fast-running method to carry out optimization studies where the position
of each inclusion is considered as a variable to optimize over in order to span the entire
design space.
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ABSTRACT

Fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites have been widely investigated due to
their ease of processability and recyclability. The advent of high-performance polymers
along with high strength, high modulus reinforcing fibers allow these composites to be
used for structural applications; while contemporary additive manufacturing (AM)
approaches have facilitated their customized, cost-effective fabrication. As a part of this
study, a comparative analyses establishing the feasibility of extrusion deposition AM
approach to fabricate short fiber reinforced (SFRC), long fiber reinforced (LFRC) and
continuous fiber reinforced (CFRC) thermoplastic composites was conducted. A high
deposition rate was achieved by the implementation of a single-screw extruder, which
directly uses thermoplastic pellets and continuous fiber tows as feedstock materials.
Thus, the proposed method was also used as a large-scale additive manufacturing
(LSAM) method for printing large-volume components. Using polylactic acid (PLA)
pellets and continuous carbon fiber tows, the feasibility of the proposed AM method was
investigated through the printing of fiber reinforced composite samples and was further
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demonstrated by fabricating large-volume components with complex geometries. The
printed samples were compared against their pure thermoplastic counterparts via
mechanical tests and microstructural analyses. For flexural strength, there was a steady
increase observed in the samples with increasing reinforcing fiber length with SFRC,
LFRC, and CFRC reporting flexural strength increment of 11%, 28%, and 52%,
respectively, compared to their pure thermoplastic counterpart. Discontinuous short
carbon fibers with an average length of 0.3 mm, and long carbon fibers with an average
fiber length of 20.1 mm, were successfully incorporated into the printed SFRC and LFRC
samples, respectively. The carbon fiber orientation, distribution of fiber length, and
dispersion of fiber as well as porosity were further studied through microstructural
analyses. The carbon fibers were highly oriented along the printing direction with a
uniformly distributed fiber reinforcement across the SFRC and LFRC cross sections.
With high deposition rate (up to 0.8 kg/hr) and low material costs (<$10/kg), this study
demonstrated the potentials of the proposed printing method in LSAM of high strength
polymer composites reinforced with short, long as well as continuous carbon fibers.
Keywords: Additive manufacturing, Carbon fiber reinforced composites, High deposition
rates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermoplastic polymers have been of growing interest in applications over a large
spectrum of consumer and industrial products due to their manufacturing flexibility and
recyclability. Specifically, fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites are being
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extensively used due to the strength, modulus and weight advantage they provide over
their polymer counterparts [1]–[3]. With increasing demands, several manufacturing
processes that facilitate large-scale, customized fabrication of fiber reinforced composite
parts have been developed, including but not limited to 3D printing, machining, casting,
extrusion, molding, etc. Molding is one of the most widely used fabrication approaches
for large-scale, tight-tolerance, complex fiber reinforced composite parts but with high
manufacturing costs [3]. Additive manufacturing (AM) approaches, e.g., fused deposition
modelling (FDM), offer flexible, tool-less and mold-less fabrication processes [4]. Until
recently, due to low printing speeds and long fabrication time, AM was mainly limited to
printing low-volume components [5]. Advancements in large-scale additive
manufacturing (LSAM) have addressed these shortcomings to a certain degree [5]–[8].
Previous studies showed that LSAM with high material deposition rates allowed additive
fabrication of large-volume parts without excessive printing time, while reinforcing with
fiber additives helped in elevating mechanical performances of the printed parts [9]–[11].
The mechanical and physical properties of fibrous composites largely depend on
their reinforcing fiber orientation and length-to-diameter aspect ratio as well as interfacial
bonding [12]–[15]. Increasing fiber length typically promoted mechanical properties,
such as strength, modulus, impact resistance and wear resistance [2], [16]–[18]; however,
processing of these composites becomes increasingly difficult [2], [13]. Nano- and
micron-sized [19]–[21], short [22], [23], long [24] and continuous fiber reinforced
composites using filament-based FDM approaches [25]–[28] have been extensively
studied. The material costs in these manufacturing approaches are relatively high as they
need to use specialized fiber reinforced filaments as raw material for fabrication [29].
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Low-cost AM of continuous fiber reinforced composites (CFRC) using thermoplastic
pellets and continuous fibers has been recently investigated [14], [30]. CFRC filaments
were first in-situ prepared from continuous fibers via micro-screw extrusion and then
directly used by FDM methods to print CFRC parts. However, these processes were
impractical for fabrication of large-volume components, which usually take several
hours, or even days, to finish due to low deposition rates (about 0.5 g/min) [27], [31].
Meanwhile, despite high material deposition rates, LSAM of fiber reinforced composites
using pellet-based FDM has been limited to short fiber reinforcement [11]. Only a modest
improvement in mechanical strength (about 20%) has been achieved compared to
thermoplastic counterparts. No previous work can be identified on directly using and
comparing continuous or discontinuous reinforcing carbon fibers in LSAM. Typically,
CFRC is mechanically superior as it offers longer reinforcing fiber lengths [25]–[28].
However, difficulties in processing of fiber reinforced composites also increase with an
increase in fiber length [2]. Inadequate impregnation poses challenges in preparing highquality CFRC and necessitates post-processing to take advantage of continuous fiber
reinforcements [14], [32], [33]. In comparison, long fiber reinforced composites (LFRC)
with high-aspect-ratio fibers can provide improved mechanical performance, almost
comparable to CFRC samples, while minimizing fabrication limitations related to CFRC,
like continuous printing tool-path.
Conventional methods use extrusion of either fiber reinforced pellets or direct
fiber injection molding to fabricate fiber reinforced composite parts. It was found that
highly oriented fibers in the flow direction with high-aspect-ratio resulted in improved
mechanical properties [13]. The randomness of fiber distribution and orientation
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increased with an increase in number of processing stages [9]. Meanwhile, high shear
forces during these processes resulted in reduction in fiber length by 70%-90% [34].
Thus, single stage processing was preferably used to fabricate high-strength fiber
reinforced parts. In this study, a new AM method was proposed to print short fiber
reinforced composite (SFRC), LFRC and CFRC parts by combing single-stage extrusion
and deposition processes. Continuous fiber tows and thermoplastic pellets were used as
feedstock materials. A singular fabrication set-up was used to AM pure thermoplastic,
SFRC, LFRC and CFRC components with minor modifications to the employed singlescrew extruder set-up. For pure thermoplastic and SFRC samples, respective processed
pellets were used. During the printing process of LFRC samples, the continuous fiber
bundles were directly fed into the extruder and were chopped into long fibers by the
shearing forces of a single-screw extruder prior to being coextruded with the
thermoplastic melt and then deposited layer-by-layer on a print bed. CFRC samples were
fabricated through in-nozzle impregnation of continuous fiber bundles prior to layer-bylayer deposition on a print bed. Continuous carbon fiber tows and polylactic acid (PLA)
pellets were used to investigate the feasibility of the proposed new AM method.
Mechanical tests and microstructural analyses were carried out to contrast and compare
the mechanical properties and microstructure of the printed SFRC, LFRC and CFRC
samples against their pure thermoplastic counterparts.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1. MATERIAL PREPARATION
In this study, commercially available pure PLA pellets (4043D by Filabot) were
used as thermoplastic matrix materials. 3K carbon fiber tows (3000 fibers in a bundle,
AS4C by Hexcel) were mainly used as reinforcement fibers. The PLA pellets were dried
in a vacuum oven at 85 °C for at least four hours to eliminate moisture before printing as
the presence of moisture could hydrolyze PLA in the melt phase. This in turn reduces its
molecular weight, which negatively affects the end-product quality and subsequent
mechanical properties of the printed samples [35]. Thorough drying of PLA pellets also
assists in minimizing the presence of bubbles in the thermoplastic deposition [36].
Similarly, the carbon fiber tows were dried in a vacuum oven at 120 °C for at least four
hours to remove moisture, to minimize the probability of fiber clumping during extrusion.
Clumping, aggravated by presence of moisture in the fibers, is detrimental to the
deposition quality and subsequently the mechanical properties of the printed fiber
reinforced samples [37].
Nature of fiber reinforcement within the CFRC, as the name suggest, is
continuous. Thus, is easily distinguishable amongst LFRC and SFCR samples. On the
other hand, the critical fiber aspect ratio (𝑙/𝑑)𝑐 determines whether the sample is
distinguished as LFRC or SFRC. When the length of the discontinuous reinforcing fibers
within the deposition exceed the critical fiber ratio, they are categorized as LFRC,
otherwise the deposition is deemed as SFRC. This critical fiber aspect ratio is given by
𝑙

(𝑑) =
𝑐

𝜎𝑓𝑢
2𝜏

(1)
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where 𝑙 and 𝑑 are the carbon fiber length and diameter, respectively. 𝜎𝑓𝑢 denotes the
ultimate tensile strength of the carbon fibers, and 𝜏 represents the interfacial shear
strength between the fiber and the PLA matrix materials. For the selected carbon fiber
tows (AS4C by Hexcel) [38], 𝑑 and 𝜎𝑓𝑢 were 7 µm and 4.7 GPa, respectively. Thus, the
fiber-matrix interfacial bonding determined the critical carbon fiber length needed to be
achieved for the LFRC samples. With an estimate of interfacial shear strength of ~5.0
MPa [39] for extrusion processes, a critical carbon fiber length of ~3.3 mm needs to be at
least achieved in the printed LFRC samples. With the estimated critical value, it would be
worth further studying the carbon fiber length within the printed samples.
To manufacture LFRC and CFRC samples, the commercial pellets and continuous
fiber tows are directly employed during fabrication. For SFRC, the fiber length is
required to be maintained lower than the critical fiber length of 3.3 mm. In order to
enforce this criteria, SCFR pellets were prepared in-house using the same materials
employed in CFRC and LFRC sample fabrication to facilitate direct comparison.
To prepare the SCFR PLA pellets, the commercial PLA pellets were dissolved in
1:10 volume ratio of anhydrous Dichloromethane (DCM) solvent (by Sigma-Aldrich) by
agitating vigorously using a magnetic stirrer. The carbon fiber tows were chopped to 3.2
mm in length, to retain SFRC nature of the composite, similar to the compounding and
pellet production method reported by Zhong et al. [40] and Takinalp et al. [41] before
adding to the agitating solution of PLA and DCM. Mixture with 6 vol.% (~8.5 wt.%) CF
was prepared to facilitate adequate dispersion of short carbon fibers within the PLA.
After mixing for 8 hours, the mixture was left to dry under a fumed hood at ambient
temperature and pressure until all the DCM was completely evaporated and a PLA plate
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with short carbon fiber reinforcement was obtained. This plate was palletized and later
used to fabricate SFRC structures. The pellets were stored in a vacuum oven at 80 °C to
eliminate presence of moisture which is known to be detrimental for printing [35].

2.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup primarily included a single-screw extruder with a conical
print nozzle (4 mm inner diameter), and a multi-axis machine (Galaxy G by Automated
Precision Inc.). A high torque motor was used to drive the extrusion process as controlled
by its rotation speed. An acrylic print bed was employed as a substrate to deposit fiber
reinforced composites upon. It should be noted that the thermoplastic nature of the acrylic
print bed promoted adhesion between the deposited samples and the print bed. Moreover,
the presence of conductive carbon fibers within the deposition was known to reduce the
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), which in turn minimized thermal contraction and
thus warping of the deposited samples [42]. Reduced CTE with increased stiffness due to
the fibers made the acrylic print bed a viable substrate without requiring additional setup,
e.g., heated substrate bed. This primary AM set-up was slightly modified to facilitate
printing of variety of fiber reinforced composites. Figure 1(A), (B), and (C) illustrates the
schematics of the set-up used for SFRC, LFRC and CFRC samples, respectively.
The setup to fabricate SFRC samples could also be directly used to AM pure
thermoplastic samples, as long as appropriate pellets are used. For SFRC samples, as
illustrated in Figure 1(A), the prepared SCFR PLA pellets were directly fed through the
hopper. During extrusion, the SCRF PLA pellets were melted by the heater while
simultaneously being acted upon by extrusion-screw inducing shearing forces. The PLA
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melt and the reinforcing short carbon fibers were further mixed as they were fed
through the extruder and coextruded out through the print nozzle.

Figure 1. Schematic of the AM setup to fabricate (A) SFRC/pure thermoplastic, (B)
LFRC, and (C) CFRC samples.

The PLA-short carbon fibers mixture was then deposited on the print bed as the
vertically mounted extruder followed the toolpath and printed the SCFRC samples layerby-layer. The material extrusion and deposition rates were controlled by the extruder
screw rotation speed, as represented by revolution per minute (RPM) at a given melt
temperature.
For LFRC samples, the pure thermoplastic pellets, i.e., PLA pellets in this study,
were fed through the hopper while continuous carbon fiber tows, guided by a feeding
tube, were fed into the extruder through a vent hole on the extruder as illustrated in
Figure 1(B). During extrusion, the thermoplastic pellets were melted by the heater while
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the continuous carbon fiber tows were chopped down into discontinuous long carbon
fibers by the extrusion-screw induced shearing forces. The PLA melt and long carbon
fibers were further mixed as they were fed through the extruder and coextruded out
through the print nozzle. The PLA-long fibers mixture was then deposited on the print
bed as the vertically mounted extruder followed the toolpath and printed the LFRC
samples in 3D space. The material extrusion and deposition rates, similar to pure
thermoplastic and SFRC samples, is controlled by the extruder screw RPM at a given
melt temperature.
The extrusion processes were expected to facilitate orientation of the reinforcing
fibers in the print direction during deposition, for both SFRC and LFRC samples, owing
to the shear and the melt flow induced fiber alignment [43]–[47], which was further
examined through microstructural analyses.
Meanwhile, as seen in Figure 1(C), if the continuous carbon fiber tows were
directly impregnated through the print nozzle instead of the vent hole on the extruder,
following the previous studies [25], [27], CFRC can be printed using the proposed
experimental setup using a modified printing nozzle. The following Figure 2 depicts the
in-nozzle impregnation and deposition process which occurs for CFRC samples in the
proposed AM method.
Preliminary parametric studies were first performed to find optimal printing
parameters. The print temperature, layer thickness, material deposition rate, and print
speed would affect the quality of the printed samples [27], [48].
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Figure 2. Schematics of setup used in preparation of continuous carbon fiber reinforced
composites.

A print temperature of 190 °C was found to allow sufficient viscosity for the PLA
melt to provide drag force to coextrude carbon fibers at a wide range of extruder RPMs
and print speeds. A layer thickness of 1 mm was used to ensure sufficient contact
pressure to avoid delamination between deposition layers [27]. The extruder screw
rotation speed was selected as 200 RPM, with a calibrated extruder material output rate,
i.e., a deposition rate of 3.3 g/min, six times higher than the deposition rates (e.g., 0.17
g/min-0.46 g/min [27]) typically achieved by the filament-based FDM processes. It is
worth noting that as the deposition rates were controlled by the extruder-screw rotation
speed, the deposition rate can be easily scaled up to a higher value at a higher RPM, e.g.,
833.3 g/min as reported in previous studies for LSAM [49]. The constant deposition rate
of 3.3 g/min was employed in this study to explore the printed composite parts using the
proposed method with a print speed of 200 mm/min. Under these condition, pure PLA,
SFRC, LFRC, and CFRC samples were fabricated for mechanical and microstructural
analyses. The feasibility of the proposed process was further demonstrated through
printing large-scale composite samples with complex geometries at a higher deposition
rate of 13.3 g/min.
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2.3. MECHANICAL AND MICROSTRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION
The printed samples were studied through mechanical testing and microscopic
observation across their cross sections. ASTM standard D7264/D7264M-15 was followed
to measure the mechanical properties, specifically the flexural strength and modulus of
the additively fabricated pure PLA, SFRC, LFRC, and CFRC samples via three-point
bending tests. Rectangular bars with dimensions of 50 mm × 8 mm × 8mm were
fabricated using the proposed setup by the aforementioned printing parameters. Flexural
strength and modulus were determined using the three-point bending method on an
Instron 5881 machine with a support span of 40 mm, as shown in Figure 3 using LFRC
sample as an example. Three specimens of each type of samples were tested at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min.

Figure 3. Three-point bending test set-up with LFRC sample used for demonstration.

To characterize the fiber length distribution and the fiber orientation within the
thermoplastic matrix, the additively fabricated parts were first cut using a low-speed
diamond saw both perpendicular to the print direction to obtain the transverse cross
section for studying fiber distribution, and along the print direction to obtain the
longitudinal cross section for studying the fiber orientation. The samples were then
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mounted within VariDur acrylic materials before polishing. The cross sections were
polished using resin bonded diamond discs between 220 and 1200 grit size, followed by
diamond films between 3µm to 0.25 µm. A Hirox Digital KH-8700 optical microscope
was used to examine the polished samples for the fiber orientation and the distribution
study. It is worth noting that with adequate polishing, the high transparency of the
selected PLA matrix materials facilitated characterization of reinforcing carbon fibers.
Hitachi TM-1000 Scanning Electron Micrscope was used for void fraction analyses.
To determine the carbon fiber volume fraction and the fiber length distribution in
the composite samples, the weight of the printed samples was first measured. The
samples were repeatedly rinsed with dichloromethane (DCM) solvent until all the PLA
matrix material was dissolved and rinsed away, and only the carbon fiber inclusions
remained. The weight of the remaining carbon fiber inclusions was then measured. Once
knowing the densities of carbon fibers and PLA, the carbon fiber volume fraction Vf can
be obtained as,
Vf =

Wf
ρf

(Wf
ρf

1
W )
+ m

(2)

ρm

where Wf and Wm represent the weights of the fiber reinforcements and the matrix
materials, respectively. The densities of the continuous carbon fiber reinforcements (ρf )
and the PLA matrix materials (ρm ) were taken as 1.24 g/cm3 and 1.78 g/cm3,
respectively, for the selected carbon fiber tows (AS4C by Hexcel) [38] and PLA pellets
(4043D by Filabot) [50] in this study. The obtained carbon fiber strands were also further
examined under optical microscope to measure fiber length distribution through the
image analysis software, ImageJ.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The feasibility of the proposed method in printing fiber reinforced composite
parts was investigated through comparing the mechanical properties with those of pure
PLA samples measured by three-point bending tests. Microstructural analysis was further
carried out to characterize the fiber distribution, fiber orientation, and the length of the
reinforcing fibers within the samples. Large-scale fiber reinforced composite components
with complex geometries were also printed to demonstrate the applications of the
proposed approach.

3.1. MORPHOLOGY COMPARISON OF THE PRINTED SAMPLES
Using the above experimental setup, pure thermoplastic, SFRC, LFRC, and CFRC
were printed with typical sample morphology shown in Figure 4(A), (B), (C) and (D),
respectively. With no fibers, pure PLA samples of relatively good resolution could be
obtained over a large range of material deposition rates and print speeds. In comparison,
under the same conditions, SFRC, LFRC and CFRC samples with relatively uniform
geometries were printed but with worse printing resolution compared to the pure PLA
samples. Fiber reinforced composites were more susceptible to fiber dislocation, pull-out,
matrix overflow, and lack of matrix materials [27] during the printing processes.
Difficulties in processing of composites increased [2][34] with an increase in fiber length.
Compared to the SFRC and LFRC samples, the carbon fibers, seen as dark phases in
Figure 4, were obviously non-uniformly distributed within the CFRC samples. The
heterogeneity in fiber distribution could potentially lead to a higher degree of defects and
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voids in the printed samples and thus worsen the mechanical properties of the printed
samples as further discussed below. For the SFRC and LFRC samples, fiber dislocation
and pull-out would be minimized because of discontinuity in carbon fibers. The fiber
strands would in general be well dispersed within the matrix materials during extrusion
[51] as shown from the printed SFRC and LFRC samples in Figure 4(B) and (C). It is
worth noting that despite a constant layer thickness used, an obvious variation in printed
layer thickness was noticed for the LFRC samples in Figure 4(C). This was found to be
mainly related to the unique heterogeneity introduced by the discontinuous long fiber
reinforcement. As further discussed below, despite a relatively uniformly dispersed
carbon fibers, a wide variation in carbon fiber length resulted in poorer print resolution
and surface anomalies for certain deposition layer, thus leading to the variation in layer
thickness.

Figure 4. A direct comparison of additively manufactured (A) pure PLA, (B) SFRC, (C)
LFRC, and (D) CFRC samples printed at printing parameters exhibiting acceptable
printing resolution and consistent layer deposition.
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3.2. PRINTED SAMPLES
The mechanical properties of the printed SFRC, LFRC and CFRC samples in
Figure 4 were further studied in comparison with pure PLA samples via three-point
bending tests. The measured stress-strain curves are plotted in Figure 5, where the results
of all the three measured LFRC samples are shown. As relatively smaller variations were
observed for pure PLA, SFRC, and CFRC samples; thus, only a singular result for each is
included in Figure 5. For clarification, further details on mechanical properties of all the
printed samples is summarized in Figure 6, where three samples were tested for each
type, i.e., PLA, SFRC, LFRC, and CFRC. As expected, with no fiber reinforcement, the
PLA samples showed the lowest mechanical strength. The LFRC samples exhibited
mechanical behavior close to the CFRC samples. A large variation in the measured
mechanical properties for the LFRC samples was observed, with one case showing a
maximum stress nearly comparable to that of the CFRC samples.

Figure 5. Measured stress and strain data through three-point bending tests on pure PLA,
SFRC, LFRC and CFRC samples.
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Mechanical behavioral trends observed via measured flexural strength and
modulus is detailed in Figure 6. Evidently, increase in reinforcing fiber lengths correlated
with increase in strength of the fiber reinforced samples. With the introduction of short
fiber and long fibers as reinforcement, an average 11% and 28% improvement in the
flexural strength, respectively, was achieved over the pure PLA samples. Meanwhile,
CFRC samples were reportedly 52% stronger than their thermoplastic counterparts. This
may be attributed to the continuous nature of the reinforcing fibers for the CFRC
samples. In contrast, the measured average modulus of SFRC samples incremented by
36% compared to pure PLA samples. Whereas, for the LFRC samples the average
modulus was comparable to that of the CFRC samples, increased by 50% over the pure
PLA samples; in fact slightly higher (3% on average) than that of the CFRC samples.
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Figure 6. Comparison of measured flexural strength and modulus between pure PLA,
SFRC, LFRC and CFRC samples.
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The high modulus of the printed LFRC samples could be attributed to highly
oriented long carbon fibers that were discontinuous but well distributed within the PLA
matrix materials. The discontinuity of carbon fiber reinforcement also lowered the
possibility of void formation and formed a strong fibrous reinforcement, more effectively
stiffening the composites, compared to the typically concentrated continuous carbon
fibers within the printed CFRC samples [27], [28]. On the other hand, previous studies
[2], [13], [52] showed that the stiffness of the fiber reinforced composites increased with
an increase in the aspect ratio of reinforcing fibers until a critical aspect ratio was
reached. Beyond that, the stiffness remained constant irrespective of further increase in
the length of the reinforcing fibers. Hence, the modulus was observed to be lowest for
SFRC samples amongst composites, unable to meet the critical aspect ratio. On the other
hand comparable modulus of the LFRC and CFRC composites could be attributed to the
fact that a critical fiber aspect ratio (𝑙/𝑑)𝑐 was reached in the LFRC samples, coupled
with lower tendency for void formation as illustrated later during microstructural
analyses.
It can also be observed in Figure 5 and Figure 6 that compared to that of PLA and
CFRC samples, a relatively larger variation was observed for the LFRC samples in both
flexural strength and modulus. The flexural strength of the LFRC samples could fluctuate
anywhere from a moderate improvement over the PLA samples, all the way up to almost
being comparable to the CFRC samples. While the variation was partially attributed to
the relatively poorer resolution in the printed LFRC samples, previous studies [2], [13]
showed that a larger variation in fiber length and orientation introduces inconsistencies in
the mechanical performance of the LFRC samples, which was especially true for the
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composite samples reinforced with fibers of high aspect ratios. Thus, making it
necessary to further examine the microstructure of the printed composites in terms of
fiber length, fiber orientation, and fiber distribution.

3.3. MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
3.3.1. Carbon Fiber Distribution.The distribution of the fibers within the printed
composites directly correlates with their mechanical properties [53]. Thus, the
microstructure of the printed SFRC, LFRC and CFRC samples were first examined to
characterize the fiber distribution across the transverse and the longitudinal cross
sections. Figure 7(A) and (B) shows the polished transverse cross section of a single
SFRC and LFRC deposition layers, respectively. The carbon fibers were relatively
uniformly distributed across the whole cross section. This showed a clear difference
compared to the fiber distribution within the CFRC samples as illustrated in Figure 7(C),
where continuous carbon fibers tend to concentrate within the top region of each
deposition layer [27], [28]. Also, no obviously large voids or defects were observed
within the SFRC and LFRC deposition layer, showing well impregnated carbon fibers in
the PLA matrix. It was mainly attributed to the shearing forces during extrusion, which
simultaneously chopped down carbon fibers and promoted the mixing of the PLA melt
and the discontinuous carbon fibers. The high pressure introduced by the extrusion
further improved the impregnation of the fibers into the PLA matrix materials.
The dispersion of carbon fiber dots in Figure 7 were further used to quantitatively
evaluate the fiber distribution across the transverse cross section [39]. The dots were
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converted to an X-Y coordinate system in Figure 8, where Xi and Yi represented the
transverse direction and building direction, respectively.

Figure 7. Transverse cross-section of a single deposition layer of the printed (A) SFRC,
(B) LFRC, and (C) CFRC samples with highlighted carbon fibers within the PLA matrix.

The cross section was segregated into small grids, called quadrants. The number
(N) of the marked fiber dots falling into each quadrant (Xi,Yi) were then counted. The
count distribution can then be used to quantify the degree of fiber distribution uniformity
across the transverse cross section. The fiber dot counts were mapped as shown in Figure
8(A), (B) and (C) for SFRC, LFRC and CFRC samples, respectively. A relatively
uniform distribution of carbon fibers was observed for the samples with discontinuous
fiber reinforcement, with peak values slightly shifting toward the top region of the
deposition layer for LRFC sample. This trend is exaggerated for CFRC samples where
the carbon fibers concentrate within the top region of each deposition layer, further
incrementing anisotropy within the deposition [27], [28]. A similar trend was observed
while examining the longitudinal cross section of the single deposition layer in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Distribution mapping of carbon fibers (marked dots) across the transverse cross
section with the distribution of fiber dot counts in (A) SFRC, (B) LFRC and (C) CFRC
composite deposition.
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A similar trend was observed while examining the longitudinal cross section of
the single deposition layer in Figure 9. For discontinuous fiber reinforcement, the
distribution across the deposition width is generally thorough. However, the carbon fibers
were more obviously dispersed into the top region of the LFRC deposition layer with
over 85 % of the reinforcing long carbon fibers located within the top half deposition
width. The difference in the fiber distribution could be attributed to the orientation of the
high aspect ratio fibers, part of which were either not aligned in the printing direction or
twisted as seen in Figure 9, and thus were not captured by the marked fiber dots in the
transverse cross section in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Therefore, the fiber orientation was
further studied as discussed below. The conglomerated fibers in LFRC were mainly
caused by the drawing forces during the extrusion processes, which directly contributed
to the much concentrated fiber bundles as seen in the CFRC samples. However, due to
the discontinuity in the fibers for the SFRC and LFRC samples, the fiber distribution was
less affected by the drawing forces and showed a higher degree of uniformity.

Figure 9. Longitudinal cross-section of each deposition layer of the printed (A) SFRC,
(B) LFRC, and (C) CFRC samples with a the distribution of carbon fibers (dark phase)
within transparent PLA matrix.
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3.3.2. Carbon Fiber Orientation and Length. To study the fiber orientation
distribution, a window of 1350 µm × 1350 µm (typical deposition width) was first
selected at three different longitudinal cross sections on three different samples. The fiber
orientation angle with respect to the printing direction was obtained for all the fibers
within the window. The printing direction was defined as 0º, and the building direction
was defined as 90º. The distribution of carbon fiber orientation is shown in Figure 10(A)
for SFRC samples and Figure 10(B) for LFRC samples. Since all the fibers for the CFRC
samples inherently align in the printing direction and are approximately of the same
length as the sample, they are not being illustrated in the following.
For SFRC samples, nearly 32% of the reinforcing fibers orient within 10 degrees
of the printing direction, with the longer reinforcing fibers having a higher tendency to
either not align in the printing direction and twist at a peculiar 40 degree to 50 degree
angle. This could be attributed to the fact that reportedly, with an increment in the fiber
length, there is a higher tendency to align on the top region of the deposition layer [27],
[28]. This may lead to the observed misalignment of fibers in SFRC samples. This
corroborates with the previous observations for LFRC and CFRC samples where as
illustrated in Figure 8, with increment in reinforcing fiber aspect ratio, there is an increase
in the likeliness of fibers positioning within the top half of the deposition width.
Similarly, for LFRC samples, 69% of the fibers were aligned within 10º with 87%
oriented within 30º from the printing direction. Having notably longer fibers compared to
SFRC, LFRC samples have fibers that inherently position themselves on the upper half
region of the deposition, with shearing and melt flow inducing the orientation of the
reinforcing fibers to be in the printing direction during the extrusion processes. For CFRC
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samples, with significantly higher fiber aspect ratio, the orientation is entirely within
10 degrees of the printing direction.

Figure 10. Fiber orientation distribution within the printed (A) SFRC and (B) LFRC
samples.

The length of the reinforcing carbon fibers was also measured from the carbon
fiber strands obtained after dissolving and removing the PLA matrix materials via DCM.
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Weighted histograms were then created to characterize the distribution of carbon fiber
length as shown in Figure 11. The histograms were normalized by the total length of all
measured carbon fibers, so the height of each bar represented the volume fraction of fiber
length within a corresponding range. An average of 0.3 mm fiber length was obtained in
the printed SFRC samples, with a maximum of 3.01 mm and a minimum of 6 µm
measured.

Figure 11. Fiber length distribution within the printed (A) SFRC and (B) LFRC samples.
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On the other hand, for LFRC samples, average of 20.1 mm fiber length was
obtained, with maximum and minimum measured fiber length of 32.0 mm and 40 µm
respectively. A narrow range of fiber length variation was observed in SFRC samples, as
illustrated in Figure 11(A) with majority of the fibers being shorter than 0.4 mm in
length. On contrary, for LFRC samples, as illustrated in Figure 11 (B), majority of the
fibers were measured to be longer than 15 mm, which was much larger than a critical
carbon fiber length of 3.3 mm calculated above. Thus, the carbon fiber length was
effectively strengthening and stiffening the printed LFRC samples [2], showing a
consistently high modulus comparable to that of the CFRC samples in Figure 6.
Meanwhile, a large variation in the obtained fiber length led to higher uncertainties in the
fiber distribution. In the examination of the carbon fiber strands in LFRC samples, it was
found that the singled, untangled fibers were most likely to be less than 170 µm in length,
while the fibers exceeding 440 µm were likely to be entangled into conglomerates. With
highly oriented carbon fibers, if fewer longer fibers were entangled in the printed
samples, a better dispersed fiber reinforcement network would lead to higher mechanical
properties. With a majority of the long carbon fibers present in Figure 11(B), carbon
fibers had a higher tendency to be entangled and accumulated as conglomerates into the
top region in Figure 9(B), which weakened the reinforcing effects of long fibers and
increased the heterogeneity, thus leading to a larger variation in printing resolution and
layer thickness as well as the flexural strength and modulus seen above, which are closely
related to the fiber length. This phenomenon was less prominent for SFRC samples with
consistently smaller reinforcing fiber lengths (<0.4 mm) and distribution across the
deposition.
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Notably different defect patterns were found between the printed SFRC, LFRC
and CFRC samples. As shown in Figure 12(A) and Figure 12(B), micron-size voids were
found around single carbon fibers for the SFRC and LFRC samples with 6% fibers. In
contrast, for the CFRC samples with 6% fibers printed under the same conditions, larger
scale voids were observed both around and within the carbon fiber bundle in Figure
12(C). The measured void fraction within the CFRC samples was over four times of that
found in the LFRC samples, and nearly nine times higher than SFRC samples, as shown
in Figure 13. This also helped explain why the obtained LFRC mechanical properties
were close to those of the CFRC samples in Figure 5, despite the discontinuous fibers
present in the LFRC samples. The void formation was mainly attributed to the fiber
impregnation process during printing, which resulted in different fiber-matrix wetting
conditions within the SFRC, LFRC and CFRC samples. As the carbon fiber tows and
PLA pellets were nearly fed together in Figure 1, the long shearing and extrusion
processes greatly promoted the impregnation of the chopped discontinuous carbon fibers
into the PLA melt. Thus, good fiber-matrix wetting conditions were achieved before
deposition. In contrast, similar to the previous studies in printing CFRC [25], [27], the
carbon fiber tows were directly fed through the print nozzle as seen in Figure 2. A much
shorter impregnation time limited the amount of the PLA flowing into the continuous
carbon fiber bundles, thus yielding poorer wetting conditions.
The void fraction within the printed LFRC samples was further characterized in
terms of the fiber volume fraction. Notably, with a smaller carbon fiber bundle size,
lower fiber volume fraction was obtained. Fewer voids were observed, with the void
fraction dramatically decreasing with a decrease in fiber volume fraction.
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Figure 12. Micrographs illustrating the transverse cross sections of (A) SFRC, (B) LFRC,
and (C) CFRC samples with 6% fiber reinforcement.
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Figure 13. Void fraction within the printed fiber reinforced thermoplastic samples for
short, long and continuous fiber reinforcement.

During LFRC printing processes, the decreased fiber bundle size made it easier
for the PLA melt to flow into carbon fiber bundle and better wet single carbon fibers,
thus yielding greatly reduced void fraction. In contrast, increasing the fiber bundle size
and volume fraction would increase the tendency of tangled long fiber conglomerates,
making it harder for the PLA melt to wet the fibers. Therefore, despite a potential
increase in mechanical performance with an increase in fiber volume fraction, the
presence of more voids could easily lead to fiber-matrix debonding and fiber pull-outs,
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thus weakening the fiber reinforcing effects. It is expected that a prolonged
impregnation time, e.g., decreasing print speed, would help decrease the void fraction,
which will be investigated in the follow-up future studies.

3.4. DEMONSTRATION OF 3D PRINTED CARBON FIBER REINFORCED
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
The applications of the proposed method in printing SFRC, LFRC and CFRC
parts were demonstrated through the obtained structures shown in Figure 14. Based on
the experimental setup discussed above, a print speed of 200 mm/min and a deposition
rate of 13.3 g/min were used. The proposed AM method facilitated printing of composite
samples of complex shapes reinforced with varying carbon fiber lengths. With high
deposition rates, the proposed approach enabled fabrication of large-format samples
within shorter amount of time compared to the traditional filament-based FDM processes.
The wing-rib structure shown in Figure 14(A) was finished within two hours, attributed
to the high deposition rates employed (13.3 g/min or 0.8 kg/hr), which normally would
take days to print by filament-based FDM processes. Meanwhile, the average material
costs was just around $10/kg, much lower than the typical filament-based FDM
processes, which can even increase the manufacturing costs of seemingly low-cost
thermoplastics to $100/kg [6]. It is also worth noting that due to the increased deposition
rates, the LFRC parts were printed with a low print resolution and relatively high surface
roughness compared to SFRC and CFRC parts; thus, requiring further post-processing,
e.g., machining and polishing [54]–[56], for most large-scale printed parts. The
successfully printed fiber reinforced parts demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed
AM technique in fabrication of lightweight, structural components with high mechanical
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strength and stiffness, potentially capable of replacing metal parts in the aerospace and
automotive industries.

Figure 14. A large-scale (800 mm × 250 mm × 100 mm) wing rib structure printed at a
deposition rate of 13.3 g/min and a print speed of 200 mm/min. (A) demonstrates the
printing process, (B) shows the captured thermal image for the layer-by-layer deposition
process, (C) shows the obtained LFRC part. (D) Shows a section of Cessna 414 nosecone mold printed using SFRC, and (E) shows a wing rib structure printed with
continuous carbon fiber reinforcement.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, a direct comparison was drawn between additively fabricated SFRC,
LFRC and CFRC structures, using an LSAM method capable of directly printing short,
long and continuous fiber reinforced composites, with minimal hardware modification.
The method directly used continuous carbon fiber tows and thermoplastic pellets as
feedstock materials for fabrication of LFRC and CFRC samples. The implementation of a
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single-stage extruder helped achieve a high material deposition rate and thus was
capable of printing large-scale components with high efficiency. The printed samples
exhibited increment in mechanical properties with increase in reinforcing fiber length.
LFRC samples demonstrated mechanical behavior close to the CFRC samples, with a
28% increase in average flexural strength and 50% increase in average flexural modulus
over the pure thermoplastic counterparts. These were found to be attributed to highly
oriented and relatively well distributed long fibers with an average length of 20.1 mm,
much longer than the estimated fiber critical length for LFRC. However, a wide range of
fiber length variation led to a large variation of flexural strength and modulus observed
for the LFRC samples. With much lower void fraction, the void pattern in SFRC and
LFRC samples were found to be dramatically different than that of the CFRC samples
printed under the same conditions. Though SFRC exhibited lowest void fraction amongst
fiber reinforced composites with similar fiber volume content, with further reduced fiber
volume fraction, a much lower void fraction of 0.1% was achieved in the LFRC samples.
The feasibility of the proposed AM method was further demonstrated through printing of
large-scale complex SFRC, LFRC and CFRC structures at a high deposition rate of 0.8
kg/hr with a low material cost at $10/kg. These results showed the potentials of the
proposed method in additive manufacturing of large-scale, high-strength fiber-reinforced
composites.
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ABSTRACT

There is a growing interest in fabrication of structural battery composites to
achieve mass-less energy storage. Additive manufacturing (AM) would allow
customization of their battery form factor to fit specific needs. In this study, a multi-axis
coextrusion deposition technique is proposed to fabricate a 3D structural battery
composite with continuous carbon fibers coated by solid polymer electrolyte (SPE). The
SPE-coated carbon fibers are coextruded with cathode doped matrix materials. All the
printed complex structural battery composites successfully power up LEDs. Further
mechanical and electrochemical characterization demonstrates the potentials of the
additively manufactured composites in electrical energy storage and load bearing.
Keywords: Additive manufacturing, Structural battery composites, Lithium ion battery,
Continuous carbon fiber, Solid polymer electrolyte.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Growing needs of electric technologies in aviation, automotive, and consumer
electronics require further development of high energy storage systems [1], [2]. One
promising approach is to develop multifunctional composite structures and materials [3]–
[5] to enable mass-less energy storage for electrically powered structural systems [6] in
order to achieve improvement of energy and power densities at a system level. In
particular, structural power composites are capable of simultaneously carrying
mechanical loads and storing electrical energy, and thus have been extensively
investigated [4], [6]–[10]. Among them, carbon fiber composites, commonly used as
structural materials, show great potentials of being used as structural power composites
due to preferable electrochemical properties of carbon fibers [11]–[13]. A majority of
multifunctional carbon fiber composites are based on a laminated composite structure and
are fabricated through conventional lay-up processes [3], [7], which involve high
fabrication costs and long development cycles for components with complex geometries.
On the other hand, additive manufacturing (AM) methods allow flexible design of
shape and size, which would further allow a battery form factor to be customized for
improvement of energy storage or to fit a given product design [14]–[16]. In particular,
AM techniques have been recently developed to fabricate carbon fiber reinforced
thermoplastics based on extrusion deposition process [17]–[20]. However, their
applications in multifunctional composites are limited [21]–[24]. Most of studies focused
on optimization of their mechanical performance [25], [26]. Thus, it will be necessary to
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develop AM techniques to explore applications of carbon fiber composites in structural
power composites.
In this study, a multi-axis coextrusion deposition method is proposed to additively
manufacture a 3D structural battery composite structure with continuous carbon fibers.
Electrocoating is first used to produce solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) onto each
individual carbon fiber. Polylactic acid (PLA), a commonly used thermoplastic material
for 3D printing, is infused with active and conductive materials to prepare cathode doped
matrix materials that are further used to fabricate the structural battery composites with
various geometries. It is worth noting that as previous studies [24] suggested the doped
cathode materials would hinder the curing process of photopolymer binders, we propose
a new 3D printing process using thermoplastics as feedstock in order to increase loadings
of cathode materials. Both electrochemical and mechanical properties are characterized to
demonstrate the potentials of the proposed AM method.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1. 3D STRUCTURAL BATTERY ARCHITECTURE
A concentric 3D structural battery composite architecture in Figure 1A was
implemented in this study. Carbon fiber works as both anode and current collector. A
solid polymer electrolyte individually coated on each carbon fiber is used as electrolyte
and separator. SPE-coated carbon fibers are embedded in cathode doped matrix materials
that are further assembled with current collector. Dispersed in cathode doped matrix,
individually SPE-coated carbon fibers formed a network of micro-battery cells. Due to
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high surface area between coated fibers and active materials, the obtained structural
batteries have potentials of achieving high energy density [4], [27].

Figure 1. Schematics of the 3D structural battery composite architecture: (A) shows the
3D structural battery design; (B) shows the electrocoating process to produce solid
polymer electrolyte onto continuous carbon fiber; (C) and (D) show a direct comparison
of uncoated and SPE-coated carbon fibers.
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SPE coatings [28] were prepared using a three-electrode electrocoating
assembly in Figure 1B inside a glove box in an Argon atmosphere (<1 ppm oxygen
content and moisture). A carbon fiber tow in Figure 1C with a total length of up to 300
mm could be electrocoated (Figure 1D) to facilitate 3D printing of various structural
battery composites samples. It should be noted that although longer coated carbon fiber
length is possibly achieved, correspondingly increased heat generation and thermal
induced stress during electrochemical cycling may lead to mechanical and electrical
failure [29]. In this study, Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based carbon fibers (Toray T800HB,
12000 filaments per rowing) were selected (dried in a vacuum oven at 120 °C for at least
four hours to remove moisture) to facilitate printing process for the structural battery
composites, together with their favorable electrochemical and mechanical properties [13],
[30]. It is worth noting that the fiber bundle size may also affect structural battery
performance. The solution with 1M LiClO4 (less sensitive to the atmospheric moisture
[27]) in methoxy polyethylene glycol (350) monomethacrylate (SR550) monomer was
dissolved in Dimethylformamide (DMF by Sigma-Aldrich) with a monomer-to-solvent
ratio of 1:2 (by volume) and used in the electrocoating process. The SPE coating was
polymerized from the solution, leaving grafted polymer on each individual carbon fiber.
A SPE coating of about 2 μm thickness in Figure 1D was obtained with a polarization
time of 400 s. The SPE coating thickness was estimated via the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images of the uncoated and coated fibers, by characterizing their cross
sections using the FIJI image analyses package.
The cathode doped matrix materials need to have a high electrical conductivity
and a high ionic conductivity. Commercial graphene infused PLA pellets (by
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Blackmagic3D) with an electrical resistivity of 1 Ω·cm were used, where graphene
worked as conductive materials, and PLA would serve as binder material to facilitate the
proposed AM method. Lithium iron phosphate (by Sigma-Aldrich), commonly used for
electrodes of lithium ion batteries, was selected as active material for its high theoretical
specific capacity. The pelletized cathode doped matrix materials were then prepared
following through dissolving, curing, and drying. While PLA is a commonly used 3D
printing material, a major challenge in the structural battery composites is its very poor
ionic conductivity. It was thus converted into an ionically conductive matrix through post
cure swelling of printed samples by infusion with liquid electrolytes. A 1:1 (by volume)
solution of ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) and propylene carbonate (PC) with 1 M
LiClO4 was used since it was shown to promote stable ionic conductivity and retain
mechanical integrity of infused polymers over a long period of time [31]. In this study, all
printed samples were infused at 50 ℃ for 24 h and aged for another 24 h prior to testing.

2.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To fabricate the proposed 3D structural battery architecture, a coextrusion
deposition method in Figure 2A was proposed to additively manufacture the 3D structural
battery composite materials. It included a single-screw extruder with its movement
controlled by a multi-axis machine, thus allowing drawing toolpath in three-dimensional
space. The extruder rotation speed was used to control the material deposition rate during
printing process. The cathode doped PLA pellets were fed through the extruder hopper
and melted by the heater before being extruded out through the coextrusion nozzle (4 mm
inner diameter). Meanwhile, a continuous SPE-coated carbon fiber bundle was
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impregnated through the extrusion nozzle [20] and coextruded with the cathode doped
PLA melt before being deposited on the print bed layer-by-layer, in an ambient air
pressure and temperature. It should be noted that drawing forces during the proposed
printing process tend to place the SPE-coated carbon fibers near the top region of each
deposition layer in Figure 2B. This would hinder the fiber impregnation into the cathode
doped matrix materials. The resulting voids and fiber clumping would severely limit the
electrochemical performance of the printed battery samples. Moreover, the coextrusion
nozzle may scratch away the SPE coatings. Any exposed carbon fiber would be in direct
contact with the cathode matrix materials and cause short circuiting of the printed
structural battery cells. Thus, a 5-axis printing process (with the extruder in Figure 2
mounted on a 5-axis machine) was implemented. The rotational A axis and B axis were
adjusted to maintain a constant tilt angle (Figure 2C) between extruder and deposition
bead following the printing toolpath. In this study, a tilt angle of 15° was used with a
melting temperature of 175 °C, a print speed of 40 mm/min, and a layer thickness of 2.5
mm. A preheated temperature of 45 °C on the print bed was also used to facilitate
deposition process. With an extruder rotation speed of 22 RPM, a material output rate of
280 mm3/min was achieved with a typical deposited sample shown in Figure 2D. It is
worth noting further optimization of these printing parameters may help improve the
performance of printed structural battery composites, the effects of which will be
investigated in future studies.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To maximize energy capacities, the ratio of active material to conductive material
was first optimized to achieve highest ionic conductivity in Figure 3A. Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed using a Gamry Reference
600+ potentiostat over a frequency range of 1 MHz to 10 Hz at 100 mV pp. Electrical
resistivity measurement was made using a Signatone Pro4-4000 Four Point Resistivity
System with a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter. At a fixed percentage of PLA binder, an
active material to conductive material ratio of 20:80 yielded a highest ionic conductivity
of 1.2 mS/cm.
The need to use a relatively high amount of conductive materials was presence of
high volume of PLA binder, which hindered the electrical contact between active and
conductive materials [31]. A corresponding electrical resistivity of 4 Ω·cm was measured
for the cathode doped PLA matrix materials, much higher than the as-received
graphene/PLA pellets. This was possibly attributed to the addition of active material as
well as additional post processing. This was possibly attributed to the addition of active
material as well as additional post processing in preparing cathode doped pellets.
The electrochemical performance was characterized through specific capacity
measured by a Gamry Reference 600+ potentiostat. The electrochemical performance for
full battery cells 10 was performed within a cutoff voltage range 6.0−1.0 V. The capacity
was normalized to the mass of anode active material (i.e. carbon fiber). Figure 3B shows
the charging-discharging capacities of rectangular structural battery samples (80 mm × 10
mm × 5 mm) for 10 consecutive cycles with a current density of 10 mA/cm3 at C/2.
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Figure 2. Schematics of the proposed AM method to print structural battery composites
with SPE-coated continuous carbon fibers: (A) shows the experimental setup, where the
extruder is mounted on a 5-axis machine; (B) and (C) demonstrate the implemented
multi-axis printing process; (D) shows a typical printed structural battery composite
sample.

The specific capacity of graphite (372 mAh/g) was used to calculate the C-rate.
An obvious drop in charging capacity was observed, decreasing from 119.9 mAh/g to
25.5 mAh/g after 10 cycles when it tended to stabilize. The large irreversible capacity
loss was attributed to the formation of solid electrolyte interphase [31]–[33] and trapped
lithium in the carbon fiber structure [34]. The discharging capacity of the battery cell was
also notably higher than that of a single print PLA battery by fused filament fabrication
[31].
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It is worth noting that this was mainly attributed to higher loadings of
conductive and active materials in the cathode doped matrix materials as enabled by the
proposed AM method. Pellet-based extrusion processes typically exhibit better
printability for given compositions, which would otherwise lead to clogging or brittle
filaments that become too brittle to handle based on filament fusion fabrication.

Figure 3. Characterization of the printed samples: (A) shows optimization of cathode
doped matrix materials; (B) shows capacity and Columbic efficiency of the printed
structural battery at a current density of 10 mA/cm3 at C/2 for 10 cycles; (C) shows
flexural strength and modulus measured through 4-point bending tests in comparison of
printed cathode matrix and structural battery composite samples (80 mm × 10 mm × 5
mm).
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Meanwhile, the improvement was expected to be related to the introduced SPEcoated carbon fibers, which showed high electrochemical performance [28] and would
also promote the mechanical performance of the printed structural battery composite
samples. On the other hand, for the 10 consecutive cycles, the battery cell yielded an
average charging capacity of 42.9 mAh/g and discharging capacity of 23.4 mAh/g,
showing an average Coulombic efficiency of nearly 68% after the 10 cycles. The energy
density was 7.6 Wh/kg with an average battery cell voltage of 1.8 V calculated over the
discharge cycle [31]. These values are substantially lower than energy densities of typical
lithium-ion full battery cells [28]. The low values were attributed to the relative thick
SPE coatings as well as high percentage of PLA binder used to maintain good printability
of the cathode matrix materials, which limited the contact between active and conductive
materials.
The mechanical properties of both cathode doped matrix and structural battery
composite samples were measured using 4-point bending tests with a support span of 40
mm and a load span of 20 mm at a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min. Three samples of
each composition were used to measure the mechanical properties in Figure 3C with the
error bars showing the variations in the measured strength and modulus. The transverse
modulus of the composite samples was measured in this study. With the introduction of
15 vol.% continuous fiber reinforcements, 39% in flexural strength and 66% in flexural
modulus were achieved compared to those of cathode doped matrix materials. These well
demonstrated the potentials of the printed carbon fiber structural batteries in load
bearings while working as batteries to store electrical energy. Meanwhile, the mechanical
properties were lower than conventional carbon fiber composites, which are believed to
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be related to the proposed AM process. The doped cathode materials are expected to
increase the viscosity of PLA matrix materials, thus lowering fiber impregnation quality
and possibly leading to a higher void fraction, which will be examined in follow-up
studies.
The capability of the proposed AM method was further demonstrated through
printing structural battery composite samples of various geometries in Figure 4. As the
AM method was able to fabricate a full structural battery cell in one print, the obtained
samples just needed to be assembled with aluminum current collector before being
charged to power up LEDs.

Figure 4. Printed structural battery composites illuminating LEDs with a ring-shaped
structure shown in (A) and the schematics of its full battery assembly shown in (B). A
similar full battery assembly process has been used for a disc-shaped structure in (C), a
triangle structure in (D), and a star-shaped structure in (E).
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4. CONCLUSION

A coextrusion deposition method was proposed to additively manufacture a 3D
structural battery composite with continuous carbon fibers. Cathode doped matrix
materials were coextruded with solid polymer electrolyte coated carbon fibers. The
structural battery cells fabricated in single print were shown to successfully power up
LEDs. The implemented pellet-based extrusion enabled high loadings of active and
conductive materials and promoted the obtained electrochemical performance. The
introduced SPE-coated carbon fibers not only enabled electrical energy storage but also
promoted the mechanical performance of the printed structural battery composites. With
individually SPE-coated carbon fibers dispersed in cathode matrix working as microbattery cells, further improvement of the proposed AM method will help explore their
potentials of achieving high energy density.
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ABSTRACT

This study proposes to print multifunctional composite materials with 3D
continuous carbon fibers. Coextrusion was implemented to deposit continuous carbon
fibers simultaneously with doped functional photopolymer resin, subsequently rapidly
cured by an ultraviolet laser. The technique allowed for direct printing of free-standing
compliant carbon fiber reinforced composite structures and composites with conductive
channeling. In particular, a novel functional, full lithium-ion structural battery was
successfully printed in one single step with each coated carbon fiber acting as a microbattery cell. The characterized mechanical and electrochemical performance well
demonstrated the potentials of the proposed method in direct printing multifunctional
structural composites.
Keywords: Multifunctional composites; additive manufacturing; coextrusion; structural
battery; continuous carbon fiber
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapidly increasing demand in mobile electric technologies has necessitated
the need to develop energy storage systems with high volumetric efficiency. Compared to
the traditional approach in minimizing the weight of energy storage systems [1], an
alternative approach involves the development of multifunctional composite structures
[2], [3] and materials [4]. Carbon fibers show capabilities of simultaneously carrying
mechanical loads, storing and even harvesting energy [5], and thus offer significant
reduction in system-level weight and volume. In particular, a 3D continuous single
carbon fiber structural design was shown with great potentials in energy storage [6],
where each individual carbon fiber, directly acting as one battery electrode, was coated
with solid polymer electrolyte (SPE). Compared to the laminated battery structure [4], [7]
and a heavy tow carbon fiber electrode [8], the single carbon fiber was found to show
better reversible capacities and higher charging rates [9] due to increased intercalation
surface area. However, this design also posed great challenges in fabrication techniques.
Most of the multifunctional carbon fiber reinforced composites (CFRC) are based on a
laminated battery structure and are fabricated through the conventional lay-up processes
[3], [10]. The high fabrication costs and cycles hindered the implementation of
multifunctional materials and structures.
CFRC has recently gained much attention for their potential use in additive
manufacturing (AM) to enhance the mechanical strength of manufactured parts with
reduced warpage and improved dimensional stability [11]–[15]. There is also an
increasing interest to explore the multifunctional CFRC via AM. However, the existing
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AM techniques for CFRC were mainly optimized for mechanical performance. Most
of the printed CFRC parts were reinforced with short carbon fibers that are not capable of
energy storage [14], [16]. Thus, it is necessary to develop a new 3D printing technique
for multifunctional CFRC with continuous carbon fibers. Early studies demonstrated
extrusion deposited continuous CFRC via in-nozzle impregnation [17]–[19]. However,
the state-of-the-art work mostly utilized thermoplastics [14], [20], [21], which often gave
rise to voids between adjacent beads [22], [23], limiting the electrical performance of the
printed parts. In this study, a new printing method based on coextrusion deposition of
liquid photopolymers with fiber impregnation is presented. The continuous carbon fibers
are simultaneously extruded and rapidly cured by an ultraviolet (UV) laser. The objective
of this study is to investigate the feasibility of this method in direct printing of
multifunctional CFRC, particularly functional structural parts with both uncoated and
coated continuous carbon fibers. A novel functional full structural lithium-ion battery
structure was successfully printed with continuous carbon fibers.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The schematics of the proposed AM method is shown in Figure 1(A). A
coextrusion head, with an inner nozzle diameter of 0.6 mm and an outer nozzle diameter
of 1.2 mm, was connected to two dispensers. The inner nozzle was connected to the
vertical dispenser, where a tow of continuous carbon fibers, uncoated or with uniformly
coated SPE [24], [25] for structural battery, was embedded in the uncured doped
photopolymer (as cathode) before deposition. The outer nozzle was connected to the
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horizontal dispenser holding the undoped photopolymer (as insulation). With the
pressurized air applied, the continuous carbon fibers were first coextruded with the doped
photopolymer through inner nozzle and then further impregnated into the undoped
photopolymer within the coextrusion head [17]–[19] before deposited on the substrate
layer-by-layer. An ultraviolet (UV) laser (200 mW, 405 nm) was mounted together with
the coextrusion head capable of drawing in three-dimensional space. The UV laser beam
was always aimed at a focus spot behind the coextrusion head with a constant distance of
10 mm to facilitate rapid curing of the coextruded materials while avoid clogging the
coextrusion head. The relative position between the laser spot and the coextrusion head
was maintained by a rotation table, where the substrate was mounted, while the
coextrusion head followed the toolpath in different moving directions during printing
process, as demonstrated by directly printed free-standing spring and cylinder structures
reinforced with continuous carbon fibers in Figure 1(B), (C), and (D).
Commercial photopolymer resin (UV wavelength 405 nm) by Elegoo [26] was
used as matrix materials. Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based carbon fibers (Toray T800HB
12K Carbon Fiber tow) were selected due to the favorable lithium-ion intercalation
capabilities and mechanical strength [8]. The printability and coextrusion of continuous
carbon fibers were controlled by the viscosity of the photopolymer resin, where the
carbon fibers were fed by the drag force between the resin and carbon fibers. For viscous
fluids at low velocities, the drag force is given as 𝐹𝑑 = 𝑎𝜂𝑣, where 𝐹𝑑 is the drag force, 𝑎
is the size of the carbon fiber size, 𝜂 is the coefficient representing viscosity, and 𝑣 is the
velocity of the carbon fibers with respect to the resin [1]. At the selected carbon fiber size
and a flow rate of 18 mm3/s in this study, the drag force will be linearly related to the
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resin viscosity. The resin viscosity will be affected by additives, e.g., doped
conductive and active materials. Colloidal silica thickener by West System was also used
in this study to accurately control the viscosity, following through dissolving and
defoaming procedures before the solution was transferred to the dispensers. Preliminary
studies were performed with a systematic increase of silica thickener, indicating no
noticeable sagging or dragging observed while feeding the selected 12K continuous
carbon fibers starting at 5 wt.%. A good deposition resolution and structural integrity
were observed within the printed samples thickened at 7 wt.% silica.

Figure 1. (A) Shows the schematics of the UV-assisted coextrusion deposition of 3D
continuous carbon fiber multifunctional composites, as demonstrated by a printed freestanding spiral spring structure in (B), a hollow cylinder structure in (C), and a freestanding tapered spiral spring structure in (D) reinforced with continuous carbon fibers.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Good printability maintained by resin viscosity and rapid curing was
demonstrated in Figure 2(A) by various overhanging structures with inclination angles
ranging from 0 to 75. Due to the brittleness of the selected UV resin, the printed spiral
spring structures in Figure 2(B) easily collapsed under compression. With continuous
carbon fibers printed within as reinforcement, good structural integrity was still
maintained after releasing the compression loads. The thermal image in Figure 2(C)
further shows the ability of the printing method in effectively introducing and controlling
conductive channels into the nonconductive thermosetting matrix materials as it was
resistively heated by the application of a direct current. Such functional structures have
promising applications in non-destructive testing and integrated vehicle and structural
health management with fibers used as sensor [27], [28].
The potentials of electrochemical performance of continuous carbon fibers were
explored by direct printing of a new 3D structural lithium-ion battery [4] as demonstrated
in Figure 3(A), where a concentric battery structure was designed: the as-received
continuous carbon fibers worked as both anode and current collector; each carbon fiber
was coated with thin uniform solid polymer electrolyte, working as both electrolyte and
separator; the doped photopolymer worked as both composite matrix and cathode of the
structural batteries; the thin aluminum foil was wrapped around cathode materials and used
as current collector. It is worth noting that the aluminum current collector was not covering
all cathode materials, which instead were enveloped by undoped photopolymer as
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insulation to further demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed printing method in
direct fabricating multifunctional composite structures with one single step.

Figure 2. Printed functional parts with continuous carbon fibers: (A) overhanging
structure; (B) functional compliant composite materials; (C) proof of concept for a
conductive path printed within nonconductive materials.

SPE was prepared with 1M LiClO4 (less sensitive to the atmospheric moisture [1])
in methoxy polyethylene glycol (350) monomethacrylate (SR550) monomer. A thin
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uniform SPE coating, as electrolyte and separator, was then electrocoated on individual
carbon fibers following the reported procedure [24]. The cathode doped matrix materials
were mixtures of active materials (LiFePO4) and conductive materials (milled carbon fibers
and Super P carbon black) in UV resins, infused with 1M LiClO4 in PC/EMC 50/50 vol%.
With each carbon fiber acting as a micro-battery cell, high volumetric energy densities are
projected to be achieved with closely packed continuous carbon fibers. However, only
semi-structural carbon fiber battery cells were fabricated with no load-bearing capabilities
due to liquid electrolytes [24]. No research studies could be identified on successfully
fabricating this novel 3D battery structure, mainly due to the fabrication difficulties with
individually coated carbon fibers. In contrast, the proposed AM method successfully
printed a functional full 3D structural battery, as shown in Figure 3(B), capable of powering
up a white LED for over 30 seconds after charging for one minute. Figure 3(C) and Figure
3(D), Its cross-section in Figure 3(C) and Figure 3(D) showed a concentric battery structure
[4], [29] with intact SPE coating around each carbon fiber. A functional hollow cylindrical
3D structural battery in Figure 3(E) with a same battery design was also successfully
printed.
Tensile tests at a loading rate of 1 mm/min were carried out to measure the
mechanical properties of the 3D printed cylindrical structural battery (3 mm in diameter
and 60 mm in length) shown in Figure 3(B). The measured tensile strength and tensile
modulus are shown in Figure 4(A). The corresponding mechanical properties of the
undoped photopolymer as provide by the vendor [26] are also included for comparison.
With the introduction of 30 vol% continuous fiber reinforcements, an average of 145
MPa in tensile strength and an average of 289 MPa in tensile modulus were achieved.
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These were 3.5 times and 138.8 times the corresponding tensile strength and tensile
modulus of the photopolymer, respectively, showing the great potentials of the proposed
carbon fiber structural batteries in improving the mechanical properties.

Figure 3. (A) shows the schematics of 3D continuous carbon fiber structural battery
structure; (B) shows a printed functional, full cylindrical structural battery with same
structure as in (A); (C) reveals the cross-section of the printed battery structure; (D)
shows a close-up optical microscope image of the sample in (C), demonstrating SPE
coated carbon fibers embedded within cathode materials; (E) shows a printed functional
full hollow cylindrical battery structure.

Meanwhile, the electrochemical performance was characterized through specific
capacity measured by a Gamry Reference 600+ potentiostat. Figure 4(B) shows the
charging-discharging capacity of the same cylindrical structural battery for 10 cycles at a
current density of 10 mA/cm3. For the 10 consecutive cycles, it yielded an average
volumetric charging capacity of 0.65 mAh/cm3 and discharging capacity of 0.3 mAh/cm3,
showing an average Coulombic efficiency of nearly 50% after the 10 cycles. The energy
and power densities were 1.05 Wh/L and 2.17 W/L, respectively. It is worth noting that
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though these values were much lower than those of conventional lithium-ion full
battery cells [30], they were notably higher than those for 3D printed thermoplastic full
batteries [31], reported at 0.14 Wh/L and 0.83 W/L for the energy and power densities,
respectively.

Figure 4. (A) Tensile strength and modulus in comparison of the 3D printed cylindrical
structural battery and polymer matrix materials; (B) Capacity and Columbic efficiency of
the printed cylindrical structural battery at a current density of 10 mA/cm3 for 10 cycles.

The low values were attributed to the large percentage of binder, i.e., the
photopolymer, necessary for printability but limiting the contact of the doped active and
conductive materials. Further studies will also be performed to optimize the polymer
composition as well as the dispersion [4] of cathode doped matrix materials within coated
carbon fiber network in Figure 3(D).
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4. CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated a new printing method for multifunctional composites
with 3D continuous carbon fibers. Doped functional matrix materials were coextruded
with uncoated or coated carbon fibers through UV-assisted deposition. Its feasibility was
demonstrated by several successfully printed multifunctional materials, i.e., free-standing
compliant composite structures, composites with conductive channeling, and novel 3D
structural battery composite materials. In particular, the proposed was the first study to
successfully print a functional, full 3D structural battery with continuous carbon fibers.
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ABSTRACT

Structural battery composites are actively being studied as materials that could
potentially provide mass-less energy storage by catering electrical and mechanical
requirements, simultaneously. Studies have shown that modern additive manufacturing
techniques can be used to produce customized-to-fit battery form factor that can
concurrently serve as a functional structural component. This study discusses a
contemporary coextrusion-based additive manufacturing (AM) process developed to
fabricate multifunctional energy composites that can be used as structural batteries,
composition of which emulates a lithium-ion battery. The proposed structural battery uses
3D continuous conductive carbon fiber tows as anode and current collector. These fibers
are coated with lithium-ion conductive polymer which acts as a solid polymer electrolyte
(SPE) and separator. The coated carbon fiber tows reinforces (carbon) conductive and
(lithium iron phosphate LiFePO4) active material infused (Polyvinylidene fluoride
PVDF) thermoplastic fluoropolymer cathode matrix. A coextrusion process was
implemented to simultaneously deposit full-cell composition with reinforcing coated
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carbon fibers to fabricate a complete lithium-ion structural battery in single
deposition. The design rationale is detailed in this work, corroborating parametric study
optimizing the viscosity and the solid load composition of the cathode slurry used in the
fabrication process. The electrochemical characterization of the fabricated energy
composites illustrated stable cyclic performance. The continuous carbon fiber anode, also
employed as a fiber reinforcement within the composite, provides practical mechanical
advantage. Microstructural analyses was conducted to investigate the effect of cathode
slurry viscosity and composition on the electrochemical and mechanical performance of
the energy composite. The proposed process yields energy composites with excellent
mechanical and electrochemical properties with added benefit of customizability
facilitated by 3D printing. Thus, establishing the potential of the proposed method to
directly print functional structural energy composites aimed to provide mass-less energy
storage for electrically powered structural systems, especially in aerospace, automotive
and consumer electronic applications where large capacities and low weights are desired.
Keywords: additive manufacturing, lithium-ion structural battery, continuous carbon
fiber, PVDF cathode

1. INTRODUCTION

Lithium-ion batteries, owing to their excellent energy and power densities, are
one of the leading battery technologies and are extensively used in industrial as well as
consumer applications including but not limited to aviation, automotive, consumer
electronics, etc. [1]–[5]. The size and the shape of the battery package has a significant
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impact on the battery life and design of the products they power [6]. Typically, a
commercially available lithium-ion battery is of a conventional rectangular or cylindrical
shape, comprising of electrodes, electrolyte, separator and current collectors [3].
Generally, the batteries or battery packs are treated as auxiliary components, and the
approach to improve volumetric efficiency has been to minimize the weight of the energy
storage systems [7]. However, this approach reaches its potential threshold as the
fabrication techniques are inconvenient for the scaled-up manufacturing, which is
necessary for powering larger, practical energy systems [8]. Alternatively, development
of multifunctional composite structures [9], [10], and materials [11] is being investigated
with an aim to provide mass-less energy storage for electrically powered structural
systems [12]. Structural energy composites address this need to maximize energy storage
and simultaneously minimizing size and weight by intrinsically storing electrical energy
while being a part of the load carrying structure itself [13]. Benefits of such
multifunctional composites, where every constituent performs multiple functions, are
numerous and diverse [11], [12], [14], and they are being investigated as functional
engineering materials in several different means [2], [9], [15]–[17]. This facilitates a
significant increment in system-wide energy and power densities upon being used as an
integrated battery and load-carrying part [18], [19]. Practical examples of such
applications include their use as structural batteries in the form of body panels for electric
vehicles and structural components within unmanned aerial vehicles [1], [11], [17], [20],
[21]. Wide-spread usage for such applications generally require customizable,
unconventional form factor. Studies exploring paintable [3], printable [22], paper thin
[23], stretchable [24] battery fabrication approaches have assisted in eliminating the form
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factor restrictions that traditional batteries posed [25]–[27]. However, most of these
prototype fabrication methods are restricted to curved or flat surfaces [28]–[31]. This
limitation can be overcome through three-dimensional printing which enables the
creation of complex 3D objects as well as rapid changes in the design without requiring
substantial modifications to the manufacturing process [26].
There have been studies investigating 3D printing of conductive materials with an
intent to inculcate multi-functionality into the printed structures. Conductive circuits and
electronics have been 3D printed in conjunction with tradition batteries via fused filament
fabrications and conductive inks [30], [32]. In fact, studies have also explored the
possible usage of additive manufacturing approach to fabricate 3D lithium-ion structural
batteries itself. However, these studies have been typically restricted to half-cell
fabrications through layering using conductive additives to impart conductivity to the
polymers [33]. The mechanical properties of these batteries are dictated by the nature of
the polymer used, with a standard compromise between battery performance and
mechanical behavior [26], [34]. This is because, improved mechanical characteristics in
such structural batteries imply higher volume percentage of polymer and lower additives;
vice versa for electrical characteristics.
Conductive graphitized carbon fibers have been shown to be an excellent
candidate for reinforcement and primary component within multifunctional energy
composites. They have an ability to simultaneously store and harvest energy while
carrying mechanical loads [17], [35]–[37]. Continuous, self-standing carbon fiber tows,
upon being implemented as electrodes, imbibe commendable mechanical properties [17].
Their high specific tensile properties and carbonaceous microstructure provide
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mechanical advantage while promoting reversible lithium-ion intercalation reactions,
respectively [38]. They are more electrochemically stable than metallic aluminum [39],
with low electrical resistivity in the order of 10-3 Ω.cm [17]. Therefore, carbon fibers are
actively being investigated and integrated within structural energy composites [11], [40],
[41].
The highest level of integration in multifunctional energy composites is realized
by depositing electrolyte and cathode materials directly on a single carbon fiber [42],
where each individual carbon fiber directly acts as one battery electrode and current
collector [36]. Therefore, in this study, through the use of continuous conductive carbon
fiber tows, the fibers were simultaneously employed as mechanically reinforcing
component and as anode and current collector. This helps in concurrently addressing the
compromise drawn between aforementioned battery performance and mechanical
behavior [17]. Majority of the present multifunctional carbon fiber reinforced structural
battery composites are based on a laminated battery structure. These are fabricated
through the conventional lay-up processes [10], [13], [43], [44] that incur high fabrication
costs and cycles. This has hindered the widespread implementation of multifunctional
materials and structures [34].
Additive fabrication of continuous fiber reinforced thermoplastics has been
looked into from a mechanical advantage and customizability point of view with studies
using traditional fused filament fabrication approach [45]–[53]. However, it has been
noted that addition of active and conductive fillers into the polymers deteriorates its
printability and mechanical behavior in multiple ways. Large volumes of activeconductive fillers, though indorses electrochemical behavior, the structural aspect of the
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multifunctional energy composites get largely compromised. Presence of highstrength, high-modulus conductive carbon fiber as reinforcement assists in addressing
this compromise [34]. Whereas, the clogging issues associated with layer by layer
deposition of multiphase composites with high volume of active-conductive dopants [26]
could be adequately addressed through coextrusion deposition. Until recently,
coextrusion-based fabrication was explored mainly to manufacture energy textiles.
However, their applications as structural components is hinder by their characteristic
pliability and intended low power applications [54]–[56]. In current study, activeconductive material infused PVDF cathode slurry is coextruded, along with continuous
carbon fiber anode with flexible monomer coating to 3D print a complete lithium-ion
structural battery with continuous fiber reinforcement for the first time. We hypothesized
that active-conductive material infused PVDF could be used as cathode in conjunction
with monomer separator / electrolyte and continuous carbon fiber anode enabling AM of
a lithium ion structural battery. The role of the conductive carbon fiber core is not just as
an excellent electrode but also act as a reinforcement for the otherwise weak
thermoplastic fluoropolymer cathode envelope, truly forming a functional load-carrying
structural battery with notable discharging capacity and high Coulombic efficiency.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1. MATERIAL PREPARATION
2.1.1. Polymer Cathode. Modern solid state lithium-ion batteries utilize lithium
transition metal oxides as active material in cathode in conjunction with conductive
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materials and binder. For current set-up, lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4 by SigmaAldrich) was selected as the electrochemically active material in cathode because of its
high theoretical specific capacity (170 mAh/g), good cycling stability, higher safety, low
cost, and non-toxicity [57]–[61]. Carbon conductive additive (Super P conductive carbon
black by Alfa Aesar) was considered as a primary conductive material for its conductive
prominence due to its low resistivity [62], and MF80 milled short carbon fiber strands (by
Carbiso) was considered as a supplementary conductive material. Along with improved
structural integrity, studies have suggested improved power performance and energy
density for LiFePO4 cathodes with a mixture of carbon black and carbon fiber as
conductive additive for a given volume fraction [63]. Although, LiFePO4 has poor
electrical conductivity (~ 10-9 S cm-1) and lithium diffusivity (~ 8 × 10-18 m2 s-1), it can be
compensated by using smaller particle sizes along with sufficiently large amount of carbon
conductive additives to achieve desired electrical performance [64]–[67]. Poly(vinylidine
fluoride) (PVDF by Sigma Aldrich) was used as a binder to prepare cathode matrix material
due to its high ionic conductivity (order of 10-4 S/cm at 20 °C) when used as a binder in
conjunction with active materials [68].
For the cathode material, preliminary studies have reported that the slurry
comprising of LiFePO4:Super-P carbon:PVDF at 54:34:12 ratio by weight in
Dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent, upon evaporation of the solvent, provided capacity
of nearly 60%, with 102 mAhg-1, compared to the theoretical 170 mAhg-1, when
electrochemically cycled at C/5 [12]. Upon up-scaling the manufacturing process, this
composition was determined to be inefficient for additive manufacturing of structural
battery as the serviceability of the binder/carbon material is compromised during the
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evaporation of the solvents. Thus, requiring excess binder material to compensate for
its insufficient bonding strength [69], [70]. Therefore, conductive milled short carbon
fiber strands were added as supplementary conductive material as the increase in the
aspect ratio of the conductive filler improves the conductivity of the network for a given
volume fraction of additive [33], [63]. Hence, minimizing the need to excessively
increment the binder weight percent within the cathode slurry composition.
For current composition, through a parametric study, the cathode slurry with
LiFePO4:Super-P carbon:Milled short carbon fiber:PVDF at 45:12:18:25 ratio by weight
in DMF solvent was determined to be apt for coextrusion deposition. Although, higher
aspect ratio conductive additives improve the conductivity within the cathode due to the
reduced sensitivity to inter-particle contact, the processibility of the cathode is negatively
affected [63], especially during coextrusion deposition [34]. Therefore, a parametric
study was conducted to determine maximum addition of milled conductive carbon fibers
that allow coextrusion without clogging. A combination of carbon black and milled
carbon fibers as conductive additive within the cathode material at 40:60 weight ratio
(8:7 volume ratio), respectively, provided a highly conductive network that connects well
to the active material particles and the current collector [63], without hampering the
coextrusion process. The ratio of active to conductive materials was maintained at 3:2 by
weight replicating the slurry composition reported by Asp and coworkers [12] for 3Dfiber structural battery. A minimum 25 wt.% of PVDF binder was found necessary to be
present in the slurry to allow printing of complex structures at ambient temperature and
pressure, ensuring shape retention for the deposition while the solvent evaporates.
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The cathode slurry was prepared by mixing finely ground (<5 μm particle
size) LiFePO4 with Super-P carbon, milled short carbon fibers and PVDF along with the
DMF solvent using the AR100 planetary centrifugal mixer (by ThinkyUSA) at 2000
RMP for 20 min at ambient temperature and pressure. The slurry was then defoamed and
transferred to the syringes to be used for additive fabrication.
The viscosity of the slurry was moderated through the variation in solvent
volume. To study the effect of the solvent volume percentage on the slurry and the
resulting cathode material, a parametric study with varying solid load:DMF solvent ratio
by volume between 1:3 to 1:5 was carried out. The slurry rheology for different solvent
volume percentage was measured by a viscometer (Brookfield model HB) equipped with
a solid shaft SC4-27SD spindle at 25 °C, results of which are detailed in the following
Figure 1(A).
The mechanical strength of the printed multifunctional battery composite is also
critical and is often dictated by the strength of the polymer cathode matrix. The
mechanical performance of the matrix is governed by the binder volume percentage.
Higher binder within the solid load usually corresponds with enhanced mechanical
performance, but reduced electrochemical performance, and vice-versa [71]. Therefore, a
parametric study was also carried out to investigate the effect of increasing binder
volume percentage in the cathode slurry on the mechanical and electrochemical
performance of the printed battery composites.
This was achieved by maintaining the weight ratio of LiFePO4:Super-P
carbon:Milled short carbon fiber constant at 15:4:6 and varying the weight ratio of PVDF
binder within the solid load between 25% and 45% by weight. The ratio of the resulting
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solid load:DMF solvent was maintained consistent at 1:4.5 as it found to be apt for
coextrusion deposition. At least 25 wt.% of PVDF binder is necessary to allow
printability of simple structures at ambient temperature and pressure.

Figure 1. Viscosity vs. shear rate for cathode slurry with (A) varying solid load:DMF
solvent volume ratio with 25 wt.% binder in the solid load, and (B) varying binder wt.%
in the solid load with consistent solid load:DMF solvent volume ratio of 1:4.5.
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For binder volume percentage exceeding 45 wt.% in the solid load, for a
solvent volume ratio of 1:4.5, the coextrusion process would lead to discontinuous
deposition. This was further established via printability window estimated for the current
3D printing set-up, as discussed in the later section.
We draw an hypothesis that though the mechanical performance of the resulting
cathode material improves with higher binder volume percentage within the solid load,
while the electrochemical performance depreciates [71], the trend in mechanical and
electrochemical behavior of the resulting composite may not vary linearly, especially for
the additively fabricated multifunctional fiber reinforced composites . We speculate that
the permeability of the cathode slurry into the reinforcing SPE carbon fiber anode, fiber
volume fraction of reinforcing continuous carbon fiber, and the changes in adhesive
properties of the cathode slurry may have a notable influence on the mechanical and
electrochemical performance of the printed composites. This proposition is investigated
in later sections through the mechanical and electrochemical characterization of the
printed battery structures, followed by the microstructural analyses.
2.1.2. Carbon Fiber Anode and Current Collector. To inculcate multifunctionality, while maintaining a compact, standalone and inclusive structure, a
commercially available Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-based Toray T800HB graphitized 12K
continuous carbon fiber tows were used as anode and current collector [17], [72], [73].
The highly conductive nature of the graphitized carbon fibers along with lithium-ion
intercalation capabilities enables them to perform as an anode as well as a current
collector within the energy composites [17], [74], [75], while simultaneously improving
the load carrying capacity of the structure [35], [37], [76]. These carbon fiber tows were
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dried in the vacuum oven at 120 °C for at least four hours to remove moisture. This
helps in minimizing the negative effect of moisture on the conductivity and lithium-ion
intercalation capabilities of carbon fibers and promotes polymer adhesion [77], [78].
Drying also helps in reducing the fiber clumping during coextrusion process which can
be detrimental to the deposition quality, and subsequently the mechanical properties of
the fiber reinforced structures [79].

2.2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
2.2.1. Electro-grafting Setup for Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE). To coat
carbon fibers with functional SPE, an electrolytic solution comprising of monoethoxy
polyethylene glycol (350) monomethacrylate (SR550) monomer with 1 M of lithium salt
as supporting electrolyte for the electrocoating process was prepared. The monomer was
specifically chosen for its high ionic conductivity of 1.5 × 10-7 S cm-1 (measured at 258
℃) with low stiffness of <1 MPa making the coating ideal for 3D printed structural
electrode [34], [80]. Low stiffness specifically aid the 3D printing process, as the
acquired pliability of the coated carbon fiber tows allowed printing of intricately shaped
structures with reinforcing 3D continuous carbon fibers. Lithium perchlorate (LiClO4 by
Sigma-Aldrich) was selected as supporting electrolyte for the study due to its existing
extensive application in lithium-ion batteries [81]. Using LiClO4 as a supporting
electrolyte in electrochemical polymerization minimizes the need for subsequent postpolymerization swelling to introduce lithium salts into SPEs [72], [81]. The solution was
mixed using magnetic stirrer until the LiClO4 particles were adequately dispersed. DMF
at 1:2 volume ratio of monomer solution was then added by continued stirring until the
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LiClO4 particles were completely dissolved. DMF as a solvent has been proven to
work with methacrylate systems; thus was used in the electrocoating process [82]. The
temperature of this solution was then steadily increased to 62 °C while continually
stirring. The prepared electrolytic solution was then agitated to eliminate any air-bubbles.
The electrochemical polarization set-up with three-electrode assembly to add SPE
coating on continuous carbon fiber tows is illustrated in the following Figure 2(A). This
setup comprises of a petri dish, a Teflon plate, a lithium foil as reference electrode, an
aluminum foil as counter electrode, a glass fiber mesh separator (plain weave e-glass),
conductive carbon fibers as working electrode, and 2450 EC Keithley potentiostat
equipped with three electrode assembly for polarization.
To coat the carbon fibers, the setup illustrated in Figure 2(A) is introduced inside
a high-purity argon purged glovebox (<1 ppm oxygen and water at ambient temperature).
A cyclic potential sweep using voltammogram is applied to record passivation peak
voltage which corresponds to the potential at which the conductive substrate (carbon
fibers) are coated by grafting SPE from the monomer solution [72], [82]. The grafting
peak voltage (between 800 mV to 120 mV) is then applied during polarization for 400
seconds providing coating composition, thickness and morphology required for the
proposed coextrusion deposition, as illustrated in Figure 2(B).
Studies have explored the idea of SPE-coated carbon fibers to be used as
electrodes in structural batteries [9], [18], [72], [83]. However, the scope of such projects
had been limited to short length carbon fiber tows (~ 25 mm), establishing the proof of
concept [72]. On the other hand, using the abovementioned process continuous carbon
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fiber tows with excellent conductivity and pliability have been used in large scale
additive manufacturing of structural energy composites [34].

Figure 2. (A). Schematics of the set-up for SPE coating on carbon fiber tows, and (B)
SEM images comparing uncoated and coated carbon fibers procured through the electrografting process.

This set-up allows coating of 300 mm long carbon fiber tow, with a potential to
scale up. Ideally, a thorough but thin coating is desired on carbon fiber tows for solid
structural battery applications. A thorough coating minimizes potential short-circuiting
issues within the structure, while the thin coating ensures minimal resistance and
adequate conductivity of ions during battery applications [20], [72]. However, if the
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coating is too thin, it susceptible to damage during coextrusion process which may
incite short-circuiting issues within the printed battery structure [34].
2.2.2. Coextrusion Deposition Setup. The schematics of the proposed
coextrusion deposition setup is illustrated in Figure 3. The setup in conjunction with
Shirline 4-axis CNC machine, uses two separate dispensers with a coaxial extrusion
nozzle, with an inner nozzle diameter of 0.6 mm and an outer nozzle diameter of 1.2 mm.
The inner nozzle is connected to the vertical dispenser which is used to feed continuous
carbon fibers (anode) with uniform SPE coating (electrolyte and separator) [36], [72]
along with cathode slurry comprising of active and conductive materials in DMF with
PVDF binder. The outer nozzle, connected to the horizontal dispenser, feeds an identical
cathode slurry. This dual nozzle set-up that promotes pre-impregnation of coated carbon
fibers in the vertical dispenser, helps in improving the fiber-matrix bonding while
simultaneously increasing the drag force that facilitates coextrusion process. Otherwise,
the drawing forces during deposition would damage the SPE coating. [34].
Upon application of pressurized air, the SPE coated continuous carbon fibers are
first impregnated and extruded with cathode slurry through inner nozzle, and then are
further sheathed and coextruded with the slurry from the outer nozzle, before being
deposited on the substrate layer-by-layer [34], [47], [48], [84]. Thus, the coextrusion
process enables adequate impregnation and thorough coating of the reinforcing carbon
fibers, assisting with shape retention of the deposition, and simultaneously avoiding
nozzle clogging throughout the printing process.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram depicting (A) coextrusion deposition of full lithium-ion
battery with 3D continuous carbon fiber anode. The inset image illustrates the
composition of active (red), conductive (black) and binder (gray) material fed through the
inner and outer nozzle, being coextruded with the coated carbon fiber, and (B) the cross
section of the fabricated concentric structural battery composite with each individual
SPE-coated carbon fiber dispersed in cathode matrix working as micro-battery cells.
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Flow rate of 1.7 mm3/sec (volume based on the orifice) was measured for
printing speed of up to 2 mm per second. However for illustration, conservative printing
speed of 0.5 mm per second was used as it works thoroughly for viscosity range between
12 and 50 Pa.s, shear stress for which was controlled by moderating the pressure on the
dispenser. To determine the printability window for the additive fabrication of the
proposed energy composites, shear rate and shear stress were estimated. The processrelated shear-stress while printing was measured by relating it to the extruding pressure
and the nozzle geometry, calculating the yield stress in the coaxial nozzle [85]. The
process-related shear rate was estimated from the volumetric flow rate of the slurry,
taking into account the Rabinowitch-Mooney correction factor for non-Newtonian fluid
[86], [87]. For the current cathode slurry composition and the 3D printing set-up with the
coextrusion nozzle, at the shear rate of less than 0.5 sec-1, the coextrusion process was
hampered due to the higher viscosity of the cathode slurry, and would thus lead to a
discontinuous deposition. Whereas, for the shear rate higher than 10.2 sec-1, the
evaporation rate of the solvent at the ambient temperature and pressure would prove
inadequate to maintain the structural integrity of the coextruded and deposited carbon
fiber reinforced composites. This could lead to an extremely poor printing resolution,
impeding the additive fabrication aspect of the process. The printability window, based
on the shear rate, could be expanded by incorporation of printing set-up with elevated
temperature and controlled ambient pressure, moderating the evaporation of the DMF
solvent within the cathode slurry. Future studies will be performed to study the effects of
printing environments on printed structural batteries.
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Although, the set-up is capable of applying up to 100 Psi pressure, exceeding
70 Psi of extruding pressure would lead to cathode material sagging during coextrusion
deposition using current setup. On the other hand, extruding pressure less than 20 Psi
prove to be inadequate for the coextrusion of carbon fiber tow along with the
encompassing cathode slurry. Thus, limiting the applicable shear stress for the proposed
printing process, using current apparatus, to be between 1.5 kPa and 10 kPa. The
following Figure 4(A) and Figure 4(B) illustrates the measured shear stresses and rates
for the cathode slurries with varying solvent volume and binder wt.%, respectively. The
printability window shown in the figures is projected based the aforementioned
limitations of the current 3D printing setup.
The deposition is carried out at ambient temperature under a fumed hood, after
which it is introduced inside a vacuum oven for at least 24 hours at 80 °C, to ensure
complete evaporation of DMF solvent. The process yields a ‘full’, solid state, polymer
structural lithium-ion battery, comprising of SPE coated 3D continuous carbon fiber
anode embedded within PVDF-based polymer cathode matrix infused with activeconductive material. The reinforcing carbon fibers imparts mechanical strength to the
PVDF cathode matrix and improves the longevity of the structural battery by imbibing
load carrying capacity to it. A schematic illustration of the disposition obtained through
the abovementioned process is illustrated in Figure 5(A), and an SEM image
demonstrating the actual structure of the battery composite with reinforcing coated
carbon fiber anode and current collector, embedded within the porous polymer cathode
matrix, is illustrated in Figure 5(B). The bright particles distributed across the porous
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cathode matrix are the active particles of LiFePO4, whereas conductive SuperP
carbon with particle size < 40nm is difficult to distinguish at the demonstrated scale.

Figure 4. Shear stress vs. shear rate for cathode slurries with (A) varying solid load:DMF
solvent volume ratio with 25 wt.% binder in the solid load, and (B) varying binder wt.%
in the solid load with solid load:DMF solvent volume ratio of 1:4.5. The corresponding
printability windows are presented as the areas within the dashed lines.
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Each carbon fiber filament within the tow are individually coated with
electrolytic polymer, as illustrated in Figure 5(C). The co-extrusion process using the
customized co-axial nozzle, with the help of the drag force of viscous matrix is gentle.
The deposition maintains the integrity of delicate thin polymer layer on the carbon fiber
filaments, imbedded within cathode material. Thus, each filament act as an individual
anode component, their respective polymer coatings act as separator and solid electrolyte,
and their combined interaction with surrounding cathode matrix makes the structure into
a network of micro-batteries [41], [88].

Figure 5. (A) Schematic image of the cross section of the fabricated structural battery
composite, and (B) SEM image of the battery composite, with (C) highlighting the SPE
coating on the carbon fiber anode embedded within cathode matrix.
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2.3. TESTING AND CHARACTERIZATION
2.3.1. Electrochemical Characterization. The electrochemical performance is
generally dictated by the properties of the compositional materials. Ideally, both anode
and cathode must have high electrical and ionic conductivity [89]. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to characterize the ionic conductivity, in
conjunction with resistivity analyses to characterize electric conductivity for various
cathode material composition. For resistivity test, Signatone Pro4-4000 Four Point
Resistivity System was used with Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter, and for EIS analyses
Gamry Reference 600+ potentiostat was used along with quick assembly split coin cell
EQ-HSTC by MTI Corporation. Capacity of the printed battery structures were also
measured using Gamry Reference 600+ potentiostat using a direct contact 4-point
configuration. Previous studies have already established the efficacy of graphitized PANbased carbon fibers as anode material [17], [72], [73]. For electrochemical
characterization of proposed cathode material composition, the cathode slurry was used
to print discs for testing. For battery capacity and Coulombic efficiency measurements, a
circular disc shaped concentric battery structure was printed and cured, prior to the
testing.
2.3.2. Mechanical Tests. Mechanical tests were carried out on the printed
structural battery composites to characterize the effects of the composition on the
mechanical properties. Tensile test using ASTM D3039 was conducted on five printed
samples of each type with specimen geometry of 100 mm × 3 mm × 1 mm. The tensile
test setup comprised of an Instron 5881 tester applying tension load at a standard strain
rate of 0.01/min until sample failure.
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2.3.3. Microstructural Analyses. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
using Quanta 600F Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope, was used to conduct
microstructural analyses. SEM was used to investigate the permeability of cathode matrix
in reinforcing carbon fiber. To obtain the cross sections of the battery composites, a
single layer deposition was first cured and imbedded within VeriDur acrylic resin. It was
then sectioned using a slow-speed diamond saw to adequately retain the microstructure
within the deposition [90]. The cross-section of each printed battery with varying cathode
matrix composition was observed at three different locations, to draw generalized
assertions. The observations and subsequent inferences drawn from the SEM examination
are detailed in the following sections.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF CATHODE MATRIX
For resistivity analyses, the printed electrode discs were analyzed using four-point
probe resistivity system. With 43 wt.% LiFePO4, 16wt.% Super-P carbon black, 11 wt.%
milled short carbon fibers and 25 wt.% PVDF binder the resistivity measured was under
0.4 Ω.cm. This is over 10 times improvement in electrical conductivity compared to the
reported studies using commercial graphene infused PLA pellets [26]. Previous
investigations also refrained from adding more than 30 vol. % of conductive material in
additively manufactured polymer cathode matrix as it was prone to poor printability and
potential clogging [26], [34], [91]. On the other hand, for current set-up, the latency in
solvent evaporation and resulting loss in binder serviceability restricts higher
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concentrations of carbon black, thus being complemented instead by conductive
milled short carbon fibers. Hence, allowing over 70% of the solid load volume to be
conductive material. The variation in slurry viscosity through the addition of solvent may
vary the electric conductivity of the polymer cathode between 0.2 Ω.cm and 0.4 Ω.cm,
despite of the consistent solid load composition. This variation may be attributed to the
deposition geometry, with lower viscosity leading to a larger surface area for solvent
evaporation, affecting the porosity and consequently resistivity of the cured cathode
material [69], [70].
Studies have shown noteworthy ionic conductivity through the use of 1 M lithium
perchlorate (LiClO4) in 1:1 (by volume) solution of propylene carbonate (PC) and ethyl
methyl carbonate (EMC) solvent combination, providing improved mechanical integrity,
better contact with current collectors and higher ionic conductivity retention compared to
other lithium salts [26]. For ionic conductivity investigation of the deposited cathode
discs, a droplet of the abovementioned liquid electrolyte was added and were investigated
with EIS. The ionic conductivity was calculated using following Equation (1).
𝑙

𝜎 = 𝐴𝑅

𝑏

(1)

where 𝑙 is the thickness and is 𝐴 the cross- sectional area of the printed disc, 𝑅𝑏 is the
bulk resistance which is acquired through the Nyquist plot [92], [93]. The current
composition yielded highest ionic conductivity of 11 mS cm-1, 20 °C. This is higher than
previously reported hybrid and polymer electrolytes utilizing LiClO4 (0.01−1 mS cm-1)
suggesting the usability of the proposed cathode composition to be adequate for the
structural lithium-ion battery applications [94]–[96].
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A similar analysis for resistivity and ionic conductivity variation was carried
out for cathode material with varying PVDF binder weight-ratio within the solid load. The
results are summarized in the following Figure 6.

Figure 6. Resistivity and ionic conductivity measured for the cathode material with
varying binder weight percent within the solid load.

With increasing binder weight percent within the solid load, the resistivity
increased linearly, as expected [71]. Whereas, the ionic conductivity of the cathode
material is linearly correlated with the active LiFePO4 content. This behavior is different
from that of the other solid polymer electrolyte systems, where a maximum conductivity
is identified at a particular compositional ratio. This can be associated to the absence of
ion-pairing mechanism in PVDF polymer electrolytes [97].
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3.2. BATTERY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION
Disc shaped composite battery structures were printed and cured using the
proposed additive fabrication process with different cathode slurry compositions. These
printed battery composites were used in conjunction with aluminum current collector. A
drop of 1 M LiClO4 in 1:1 (by volume) solution of EMC:PC was added to improve the
contact between current collector and the printed battery structure [26]. The set-up was
enclosed in a vacuumed pouch bag, inside an Argon purged glovebox. This helped in
further improving the contact between the current collector and the energy composite,
while also minimizing the corrosion of the aluminum current collector due to atmospheric
moisture and oxygen over time, securing robust battery characterization results [13], [98].
To measure the capacity of the printed battery composites, electrochemical
performance analyses for full cells was performed using Gamry Reference 600+
potentiostat. The tests were conducted within the cut-off range between 4.5 V and 1 V,
electrochemically cycled at C/5, within frequency range of 1MHz to 10Hz. The variation
in the electrochemical performance with varying cathode slurry viscosity and binder
weight percent in the cathode slurry is summarized in the following section.
Throughout the analyses, the battery composites consistently experienced a large
irreversible capacity loss, which is attributed to solid electrolyte interphase layer
formation [26], [89], [99] and trapped Li within the structure [100]. The electrochemical
behavior stabilizes by 10 cycles, as illustrated in Figure 7 where capacities and
Coulombic efficiencies of a disc shaped battery is summarized for a 100 – cycle test.
Therefore, 10 cycles were selected for comparative quantitative analyses for different
cathode compositions, to draw relatively robust inferences within a reasonable timeframe.
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Additionally, it was observed that the battery cycling did not deteriorate the lithiation
and delithiation process for the proposed energy composite, as observed from the cycling
results illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Capacity and Coulombic efficiency at a current density of 10 mA g-1 for 100
cycles for a disc shaped battery with solid load composition of LiFePO4:Super-P
carbon:Milled short carbon fiber:PVDF at 45:12:18:25 ratio. The cathode slurry was
prepared with 1:5 volume ratio of solid load:DMF solvent.

3.2.1. Effect of Solvent Volume Ratio on the Electrochemical Performance.
Disc shaped battery composites with identical solid load composition, but varying
cathode slurry viscosity prior to deposition, were printed and analyzed as the part of this
study. The active material weight normalized discharge curves for the 10th cycle of the
batteries printed with solid load:DMF solvent ratio between 1:3 and 1:5 is illustrated in
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the following Figure 9(A). The corresponding discharge capacities are summarized in
Figure 9(B).

Figure 8. Charging (black circle) and discharging (blue square) capacity of a disc shaped
battery with solid load composition of LiFePO4:Super-P carbon:milled short carbon
fiber:PVDF at 45:12:18:25 ratio cycled at varying C rates.

For the 10th cycle, the normalized discharge capacity for the battery printed with
1:3 volume ratio was measured to be 18 mAh/g (illustrated in solid black in Figure 9(A).
The discharge capacity for the battery printed with 1:4 volume ratio showed a notable
increment in comparison with 25 mAh/g (illustrated in solid yellow in Figure 9(A)). The
only variation between the two composition being the solid load:DMF solvent ratio.
However, this increment in discharge capacity does not increase linearly as further
reduction in cathode slurry viscosity to 1:5 volume ratio from 1:4.5 only allowed
moderate improvement with 35 mAh/g as discharge capacity, compared to 33 mAh/g. In
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summary, the battery composites measure 13%, 15% and 21% utilization of active
LiFePO4 capacity (with theoretical capacity of 170 mAh/g) for 1:3, 1:4 and 1:5 slurry
volume ratios, respectively.

Figure 9. (A) Weight normalized discharge voltage vs. capacity curves of the battery
composites printed using cathode slurries with varying viscosities, and (B) the summary
of discharge capacities for the battery composites. The solid load composition for cathode
slurry is LiFePO4:Super-P carbon:Milled short carbon fiber:PVDF at 45:12:18:25 ratio
by weight.
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In general, the discharge capacities were notably higher for the battery sample
printed with low viscosity slurries. For battery composites with fibrous reinforcing
electrode, this can be attributed to the improved impregnation of carbon fibers with
cathode slurry matrix, being promoted by lower viscosity prior to curing. This improved
permeability of the matrix material within carbon fiber tows enhances integration of
fibrous electrodes within the multifunctional battery composites [42]. Improved
integration improves contact area between cathode matrix and reinforcing coated carbon
fibers, further incentivizing reinforcing carbon fibers to work as a micro-battery cell
within the composite, resulting in higher capacities despite of identical solid load
composition. However, there is a threshold to the permeability as the increment in the
discharge capacity between 1:4.5 and 1:5 solid load:DMF solvent is small, suggesting an
upper bound to maximum impregnation, and thus the capacity, using the proposed
composition and additive fabrication process.
3.2.2. Effect of Binder Weight Percent on the Electrochemical Performance.
Disc shaped batteries with varying binder weight percent between 25% and 45% were
printed and analyzed. The solid load:DMF solvent ratio within the cathode slurry was
maintained constant at 1:4.5 for all the samples as it allowed improved printability. The
active LiFePO4 weight normalized discharge curves procured for the 10th cycle for
batteries printed with 25% to 45% binder weight percent is illustrated in following Figure
10(A), and the discharge capacities are summarized in Figure 10(B).
For the 10th cycle, the normalized discharge capacity for the battery printed with
25% binder was measured to be 33 mAh/g (illustrated in dotted red in Figure 10(A)).
With the increase in the binder weight percent, there was a decrease in the discharge
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capacity. However, the decreasing trend was not linear as observed for the increment
in resistivity and decrease in ionic conductivity, as noted in Figure 6, for cathode matrix
with varying binder weight percent. The discharge capacity for 30% and 35% binder
(illustrated in solid yellow and dashed green in Figure 10(A), respectively) is nearly
comparable, with significant drop in capacity for the following samples with 40% and
45% binder (illustrated in dashed blue and solid black in Figure 10(A), respectively),
measuring just 20 mAh/g and 14 mAh/g.
With increment in the viscosity with the increase in binder weight percent, as
illustrated in Figure 1(B), the impregnation of the cathode slurry is compromised at
higher binder weight percentages. This in turn could reduce the contact area between the
cathode matrix and the reinforcing coated carbon fibers due to the presence of large
voids, rendering the carbon fibers to have a reduced contact area with the cathode matrix.
This, makes them incapable of efficiently contributing as micro-battery cells within the
composite, resulting in lowered capacities than expected. The increase in the binder
weight percent, reduces the pores and improves the contact between the reinforcing fiber
anode and cathode matrix. However, in the absence of microspores, the diffusion path of
the lithium-ions may lengthen. Thus, negatively affecting the Li mobility and impacting
the electrochemical performance of the printed structures.

3.3. CARBON FIBER CONTENT
The carbon fiber content is one of the main factors determining the mechanical
properties of the printed fiber-reinforced composites. It is typically represented by the
carbon fiber volume fraction 𝑉𝑓 as calculated by
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Figure 10. (A) Weight normalized discharge voltage vs. capacity curves of the battery
composites printed using cathode slurries with varying binder weight percent, and (B) the
summary of discharge capacities for the battery composites.

𝑉𝑓 =

𝑊𝑓
𝜌𝑓

(𝑊𝑓
𝜌𝑓

1
+

𝑊𝑚
𝜌𝑚

)

(2)

where 𝑊𝑓 and 𝑊𝑚 represent the weights of fiber reinforcement and the matrix material,
respectively. In this study the densities of continuous carbon fiber reinforcement (𝜌𝑓)
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was taken as 1.81 g/cm3, from the selected carbon fiber tows (Toray T800HB) [101].
For the matrix material, the densities for each individual material within the solid load
was considered for the measurement for varying compositions with PVDF as 1.78 g/cm3
[102], carbon black as 0.16 g/cm3 [103], short carbon fiber with measured tapped density
of 0.275 g/cm3, and LiFePO4 as 1.1 g/cm3 [104]. In printing energy composite samples,
SPE coated continuous carbon fibers were coextruded with the cathode slurry. The
carbon fiber length can be obtained from the length of nozzle path, and the carbon fiber
weight (𝑊𝑓) can then be calculated by multiplying its weight per unit length with the
carbon fiber length. After the weight of extruded cathode matrix material (𝑊𝑚) was
measured, the continuous carbon fiber volume fraction was calculated from Equation (2).

Figure 11. Continuous fiber volume fraction for varying binder weight percent of solid
load within the cathode matrix.

The obtained carbon fiber content with respect to binder weight percent is
illustrated in Figure 11. At a fixed deposition length, the fiber volume percent of the
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reinforcing continuous fiber decreased within the composite with increasing binder
weight percent. This was mainly attributed to the deposition comprising of larger volume
fraction of solid load extruded with increased binder content, thus yielding lower carbon
fiber content within the printed composite and hence a lower fiber volume fraction. A
maximum fiber volume fraction of 53% was obtained within the composite with 25%
PVDF binder in its cathode matrix, whereas minimum fiber volume fraction of 22% was
obtained within the composite with 45% PVDF binder in its cathode matrix.

3.4. MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE
The effect of variation in cathode slurry composition and viscosity on the
mechanical properties of the printed battery composite was investigated through the
tensile testing. Three specimens for each parametric combination were subjected to
tension test, to measure the strength and the modulus of the sample. The following
Figure 12 summarizes the measured tensile strength and modulus for the samples printed
with varying cathode slurry viscosity, and Figure 13 summarizes it for the samples
printed with varying binder percent.
A consistent increase in tensile strength and modulus was observed for the
samples printed with identical cathode slurry composition, albeit with varying cathode
slurry viscosity through the addition of DMF solvent, as observed in Figure 12(A). With
1:3 solid load:DMF solvent ratio, the average tensile strength and the modulus was
measured to be 380 MPa and 52 GPa, respectively. While, the sample printed with 1:5
solid load:DMF solvent ratio demonstrated over 100% increase in tensile strength and
nearly 41% increase in modulus.
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Figure 12. (A) Measured tensile strength and modulus, and (B) stress vs. strain curve for
the the battery composites with varying solid load:DMF solvent volume ratio with solid
load composition of LiFePO4:Super-P carbon:Milled short carbon fiber:PVDF at
45:12:18:25 ratio by weight.

Figure 13. (A) Measured tensile strength and modulus, and (B) stress vs. strain curve for
the battery composites with varying binder weight percent in the solid load with solvent
volume ratio of 1:4.5.
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It is noteworthy that the matrix composition only comprises of 25 wt.% of
PVDF as binder in these samples. Thus, the strength of the cured cathode matrix is
lowered to 7 MPa in comparison to ~ 35 MPa for pure PVDF polymer, while the
modulus is reduced to 27 MPa from 1.3 GPa [102]. The continuous reinforcing fibers, as
reported by the vendor, have strength and modulus of 5490 MPa and 294 GPa,
respectively [101]. Clearly, the reinforcing fibers play a significant role in imparting the
tensile strength to the printed battery composites. The variation in the fiber impregnation
due to the viscosity modification is notable. Moreover, the incremental strength with the
increase in solvent volume, within the cathode slurry prior to printing, suggests that the
permeability of the matrix material is significantly controlled by the viscosity of the
cathode slurry as the continuous fiber volume fraction remains consistent at 53%.
Improvement in the fiber impregnation directly correlates with improved bonding and
interface between the fibers and the matrix, and subsequent reduction in voids within the
printed composites [48], [105]. Thus, cathode slurries with lower viscosities impart
higher strength to the composite upon curing. This assertion was further substantiated
through the microstructural analyses.
It is obvious that the mechanical behavior of the matrix material increases with
the increment in the binder weight percent within the solid load. Thus, there is an
expectation for increment in the tensile strength and the modulus of the samples printed
with the increased binder percent, as illustrated in Figure 13. However, this measured
improvement in the mechanical performance is not collinear as the samples over 35% of
binder demonstrated almost comparable mechanical behavior, despite of obvious increase
in the mechanical strength of the cathode matrix. For example, samples printed with 40%
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and 45% binder measured an average over 1000 MPa of mechanical strength and
approximate modulus of 125 GPa.
This could be attributed to the hampered permeability due to the increased
viscosity with increment in binder weight percent, as illustrated in Figure 1(B), and
reduced continuous fiber volume fraction within the composite with increasing binder
volume fraction as illustrated in Figure 11. The reduced permeability leads to an
increased void fraction within the fiber reinforced samples for slurry composition with a
given solid load:DMF solvent ratio. Thus, the resulting battery composites have larger
total porous area, despite reduced tendency to form micro-pores. Increasing the
percentage of solvent would help decrease viscosity and improve fiber-matrix bonding as
discussed above.

4. MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSES

4.1. POROSITY ANALYSES
The pore size measurement and distribution analyses for the battery composites
with varying cathode slurry compositions was done via the microstructural
characterization carried out using the SEM images acquired for the cross sections of the
depositions. SEM images of the overall composite deposition imbedded within VeriDur
acrylic resin were acquired to observe and measure larger voids, while the images at
higher magnification were acquired to observe and measure the micro-pores. Three
separate locations within each composite were studied under SEM, which provided the
uncertainties in the porosity observed within each composition. The examples of this are
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illustrated in Figure 14 for samples with varying cathode slurry viscosity, and in
Figure 15 for samples with varying binder percent within the cathode slurry.

Figure 14. SEM images illustrating the overall deposition and an inset image providing
an example of magnified view for the battery composite samples with varying viscosity
of (A) 1:3, (B) 1:4 and (C) 1:5 solid load:DMF solvent ratio.

It is noteworthy that the obvious large voids around the periphery of the
deposition are caused due to the interface between the depositions and the VeriDur
acrylic resin, as specifically pointed out in Figure 14(B) and Figure 15(C). This was used
to secure the sample while cutting across the cross sections. These artifacts are not an
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inherent part of deposition and thus have been ignored in the calculation of total
porosity area as illustrated in Figure 16, and distribution as summarized in Figure 17.

Figure 15. SEM images illustrating the overall deposition and inset image providing an
example magnified view for the battery composite samples with varying binder percent
of (A) 25%, (B) 35%, and (C) 45% within the solid load of the cathode slurry.

Associating Figure 16 with the viscosity analyses from Figure 1(A) and Figure
1(B), it is apparent that the total porosity within the deposition correlates with the
resulting viscosity of the cathode slurry. However, upon closer inspection, observing
weighted histogram based on the equivalent circular area diameter distribution, as
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illustrated in Figure 17, it is possible to correlate the pore size distribution with the
amount of binder in the cathode slurry and its permeability within the coated carbon
fibers.

Figure 16. Comparison of the total porosity area within the battery composite deposition
for (A) varying viscosity with solid load composition containing 25% binder by weight,
and (B) varying binder percentage at fixed solvent volume ratio of 1:4.5.

From Figure 17(A) and Figure 17(B), it is apparent that for the samples printed
with cathode slurry having lowest viscosities (solid black bar in Figure 17(A) and solid
gray bar in Figure 17(B)), there is a complete absence of voids exceeding equivalent
circular diameter of 10 µm. On the other hand, smaller pores of < 5 µm are
predominantly present across all the samples; occupying almost same area within the
deposition in the samples with identical cathode slurry composition, as illustrated in
Figure 17(A).
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The small pore occupation of the area within the deposition decreases with
increasing binder percent, as illustrated in Figure 17(B). The amount of binder within the
cathode slurry also controls the presence of the smaller pores (< 10 µm) within the
polymerized cathode matrix for current composition, with increase in binder percent
correlating with the decrease in the presence of smaller pores. On the other hand, the
permeability of the cathode slurry in the reinforcing fiber anode, is largely dictated by the
viscosity of the cathode slurry and has a profound effect on the presence of larger pores.
This helps in explaining the observations made through the electrochemical and
mechanical analyses. For example, sample printed with 45% binder has a higher tendency
to have prominent voids within the deposition. This is due to lower permeability which is
a result of increased cathode slurry viscosity. Additionally, the same sample has reduced
likelihood to form micro-pores during polymerization, thus, impeding lithium-ion
mobility. Thus, negatively affecting the electrochemical performance of the sample. This
helps explain why the sample printed with 45 % binder has the lowest battery capacity
amongst the studied compositions, as observed in Figure 10 (A), besides a lower loadings
of active and conductive materials.
This microstructural characteristic also negatively effects the mechanical
performance of the printed battery composite, with minimal improvement in its strength or
modulus for the sample with 45% binder, compared to the samples with 40% binder, in
spite of having mechanically superior cathode with higher binder weight percentage within
the solid load, as observed in Figure 12(B). On the other hand, sample printed with 1:5
soild load:DMF solvent ratio with just 25% binder exhibits highest mechanical strength
compared to samples with identical solid load composition.
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Figure 17. Weighted histogram illustrating average changes in pore size distribution
within the battery composite deposition for samples with (A) varying viscosity with solid
load composition containing 25% binder by weight, and (B) varying binder percentage at
fixed solvent volume ratio of 1:4.5.

At the same time, it also measures highest discharge capacity. Based on the
microstructural analyses and the conclusions thus drawn, with improved permeability,
this cathode slurry composition yields a relatively high mechanical and electrochemical
performance for a given solid load composition, just by moderating the viscosity of the
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slurry prior to deposition. Therefore, it can be concluded that while additively
fabricating a fiber reinforced structural battery composite, through apt modulation of
viscosity of the cathode slurry and the binder weight percent within it, it is possible to
optimize the electrochemical and mechanical performance of the resulting
multifunctional composite.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrates coextrusion based additive manufacturing approach to
3D print functional structural battery using energy composites. Presence of continuous
carbon fiber anode embedded within fluoropolymer thermoplastic PVDF cathode acts as
a reinforcement improving the mechanical characteristics of inherently weaker PVDF
polymer electrode structure. Extrusion based deposition technique allows higher amount
of active and conductive fillers being added to the thermoplastic cathode with minimal
binder volume. This helps in imbibing multifunctionality within the composites without
negatively affecting their printability. The viscosity moderation via solvents assists in
improving the permeability of cathode material within the coated carbon fiber bundles,
dramatically improving the surface contact between battery components. This helps in
thorough integration of coated carbon fiber anode with solid polymer electrolyte and
separator within cathode matrix, where each individual carbon fiber can directly act as
one battery electrode and current collector. The proposed fabrication process enables
additive fabrication via coextrusion deposition of net-shaped, full lithium-ion structural
batteries, as illustrated in Figure 18 by printing and assembling (A) disc-shaped, (B)
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triangular shaped and (C) square shaped battery composites to light up LEDs. The
practical usability of these battery composite was demonstrated by using the 3D printed
disc-shaped battery to power a digital caliper. This first-generation, 3D printed structural
battery with conductive fiber anode, illustrates capacities notably higher than previously
reported attempts at 3D printed lithium-ion batteries.

Figure 18. (A) Printed disc-shaped structural battery composite assembled with
aluminum current collector, illuminating LED, along with (B) triangular and (C) square
shaped 3D batteries illustrating the capability of the proposed fabrication process. (D)
The disc-shaped structural battery composite being used as a replacement for CR2032
lithium coin cell battery.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research focuses on the fabrication and characterization of multifunctional
composites using carbon fiber reinforcement. Coextrusion based additive manufacturing
techniques were were simultaneously developed to shorten the design manufacturing
cycle, reduce production costs and improve competitiveness through flexible, tool-less,
and mold-less fabrication of the structures using the proposed multifunctional
composites.
The first part of this research focused on improving the mechanical properties of
the composites through carbon fiber inclusions. In Paper I, a fabrication process that
enables manufacturing of ceramic composites with precision placement of microscopic
carbon fiber inclusions was introduced. This capability facilitates manufacturing of
composite specimens with different patterns (and spacing) of inclusion arrays to tailor the
overall toughness and fracture pathways within the inherently strong but brittle ceramics.
A closed-form analytical model for the mixed-mode stress intensity factor in a composite
with selected inclusion arrangements was also presented. This model, with the help
fracture initiation calculations, expedites the analysis for various composite designs,
approximating crack propogation with computational efficiency with minimal loss in
accuracy. The prediction of fracture propagation was validated using a phase-field model,
as well as a 4-point bending experiment. Accelerated analyses and consequent inclusion
motif optimization has facilitated designing and fabrication of high-strength and high-
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toughness ceramic composites with quasi-predictable mechanical behavior, having
specialized applications in automotive and aerospace industry.
In Paper II, an extrusion deposition based additive manufacturing approach to
enable customized, cost-effective fabrication of high-performance polymers with high
strength, high modulus reinforcing carbon fibers was presented. A high deposition rate
was achieved by the implementation of a single-screw extruder, which directly uses
thermoplastic pellets and continuous fiber tows as feedstock materials. The feasibility of
the extrusion deposition additive manufacturing approach to fabricate short fiber
reinforced (SFRC), long fiber reinforced (LFRC) and continuous fiber reinforced (CFRC)
thermoplastic composites was also conducted by printing fiber reinforced composite
samples and was further demonstrated by fabricating large-volume components with
complex geometries. These samples were compared against their pure thermoplastic
counterpart through the microstructrural analyses and mechanical testing, with SFRC,
LFRC, and CFRC reporting flexural strength increment of 11%, 28%, and 52%,
respectively, compared to the pure thermoplastic specimen. With capabilities to 3D print
at high deposition rate (up to 0.8 kg/hr) and low material costs (<$10/kg), the result of
this study can potentially be used as a guidance in design and fabrication of large-volume
fiber reinforced structural components of high strength to be used in aerospace,
automotive, and other industries.
In the second part of this research, the component level strength-to-weight
improvement that was achieved via carbon fiber reinforced composites, was elevated to
the system level performance-to-weight improvement by formulating and constructing
multifunctional composites. Structural energy composites were investigated as a
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technology to potentially replace auxiliary power systems, simultaneously catering
electrical and structural requirements. Using contemporary additive manufacturing
techniques, customized to fit battery form factors superseding the archetypal compromise
between the mechanical and electrical performance in polymer structural batteries were
designed and manufactured. In Paper III, the multi-axis extrusion deposition process that
was developed to 3D print continuous fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites was
permuted to print 3D structural battery composites with continuous carbon fibers coated
by solid polymer electrolyte (SPE). The SPE-coated carbon fibers were coextruded with
cathode doped thermoplastic matrix materials to 3D print complex structural battery
composites capable of simulataneous load bearings while working as batteries to store
electrical energy. In Paper IV, a new printing method for multifunctional composites with
3D continuous carbon fibers via UV-assisted coextusion deposition was demonstrated.
Using this approach, continuous carbon fibers could be simultaneously deposited with
doped functional photopolymer resin, subsequently rapidly cured by an ultraviolet laser.
The technique allowed for direct printing of free-standing compliant carbon fiber
reinforced composite structures and composites with conductive channeling. In
particular, a novel functional, full lithium-ion structural battery was successfully printed
in one single step, with each coated carbon fiber acting as a micro-battery cell. The
electrochemical as well as the mechanical properties of the structural battery composites
with polymer cathode and 3D continuous carbon fiber anode is largely dictated by the
extent of integration of cathode matrix within the reinforcing carbon fiber anode, and by
the solid load (active-conductive material) content within the cathode matrix.
Thermoplastic cathode matrix allows addition of large volume of solid load. However, its
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permeability within the carbon fiber anode tow is hampered due to the viscous nature
of the thermoplastic binder. UV curable thermoset cathode matrix allow excellent
permeability and consequently, improved contact between the polymer cathode and SPE
coated carbon fiber anode. However, exceeding certain volume of solid load in the matrix
renders it incurable using U.V. laser. Therefore, in Paper V, a thermoplastic fluoro
polymer (polyvinylidine fluoride PVDF) was used as a binder to prepare cathode matrix
for the additively manufactured structural energy composites. Use of PVDF as a binder
allowed incorporation of large volume of solid load within the cathode matrix, without
compromising with its permeability or curing process. A cathode slurry prepared by
mixing the solid load (active material, conductive material and PVDF binder) in
Dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent was coextruded with the SPE coated continuous
carbon fibers to deposit full-cell composition, fabricating a complete lithium-ion
structural battery in single deposition. Microstructural analyses was conducted to
investigate the effect of cathode slurry viscosity and composition on the electrochemical
and mechanical performance of the energy composites. The proposed process yields
structural energy composites with excellent mechanical and electrochemical properties
with added benefit of customizability facilitated by 3D printing. Thus, establishing the
potential of the proposed method to directly print functional structural energy composites
aimed to provide mass-less energy storage for electrically powered structural systems,
especially in aerospace, automotive and consumer electronic applications where large
capacities and low weights are desired.
The research presented in this dissertation can be extended in several ways.
Although, the electrochemical properties of the structural energy composites are
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significantly elevated by the use of PVDF as binder within the cathode matrix, the
PVDF binder itself has inherently weak flexural properties. By incorporating ceramic
electrolyte within the composite composition, this compromise could potentially be
addressed. Use of superior conductive dopants like graphene, carbon nanotubes and
MXene, instead of carbon black and short carbon fibers could help in further improving
the electrochemical performance of the proposed multifunctional composite without
requiring excessive amounts of dopants that are proven to be detrimental to the
mechanical properties of the cathode matrix. Carbon fiber electrodes have illustrated
capabilities to potentially allow piezo-electrochemical energy harvesting due to lithiumintercalation. This property could be further explored through our proposed
multifunctional composite that unlike typical pouch cells, are capable of simultaneous
load bearing and energy storage.
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